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GLOSSARY
Incident: Near-accident. Undesired event which, under slightly different circumstances, would
have resulted in a loss for workers’ health and safety or property damage or lost production.

Accident: Undesired event which results in a loss for the environment or workers’ health and
safety, or property damage or lost production.

Consolidation: Healing or stabilization of an employment injury following which no
improvement is foreseeable in the health status of the worker who is the victim of this injury.

Accident register: Document completed by the workers containing all accidents and incidents
which occurred due to or on the occasion of work.

First aider: Person designated within a company who is qualified to apply first aid.
Inspection: Inspection consists of systematically making the rounds of a department to verify
the compliance of equipment, material and the work environment. It will thus make it possible to
detect hazardous conditions. It also consists of paying attention to the workers’ work methods to
detect hazardous actions, if applicable.
Risk notice: When a worker identifies a risk to his/her health and/or safety or that of a coworker, he/she reports it in writing by means of the risk notice form.

Temporary assignment: Temporary assignment allows the employer to assign work
temporarily to a worker, even if the worker’s injury is not consolidated, while waiting for the worker
to become capable again of performing his/her job or to become capable of performing a suitable
job, to the extent that physician who has charge of the worker consents to this.

Light work: Modified work designated for the worker by his/her attending physician upon
consultation even if the injury is not consolidated.

Ground: A ground is a path which must conduct the electrical charge to the ground to avoid any
discharge or sparks. A conductor is required for this purpose.

Confined space: Space which is not designed to be occupied by a human being, particularly a
tank, silo, vat, caisson, shoring pile, stack or manhole.

WHMIS: Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System.
Allows management of material safety data sheets and hazardous products within the Company.

Material safety data sheet: The material safety data sheet is a document giving information
on a controlled product (paint, solvent, etc.) and indicates the actions to be taken in all cases of
exposure to this product.
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FOREWORD
Over the past few years, X RAIL INC. has made many efforts to make all of its
employees aware of occupational health and safety rules and the use of
protective clothing and equipment. The purpose of these actions is to reduce
work-related accidents.
In this perspective, X RAIL INC. has made a commitment to provide a safe and
healthy work environment for all its employees. It is important that all people
entering the Company know the risks specific to our workplace and are informed
of their obligation to ensure their own safety and that of others.
The purpose of this guide is to present the health and safety program of X RAIL
INC., as well as the related policies, standards, procedures and instructions.
These procedures have been specially developed to protect you and your coworkers against the risks of injury.
All new, reassigned and transferred employees must receive a safety induction
and orientation for the sites where they will have to work. They will also receive a
minimum of 4 hours of training and will have to learn the prevention program
once they start work.
When X RAIL INC. employees perform work on other companies’ premises, they
must observe the prevention standards and rules of both companies. If two rules
are in conflict, the more restrictive rule applies.
It is up to each of you to apply the procedures described in this guide. This is a
responsibility which you can neither delegate nor ignore.
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CORPORATE MISSION STATEMENT
Objective of the Program
Our Company, aware of the importance of prevention of accidents and the wellbeing of its employees, has a policy of performing its work under the best
possible safety conditions by establishing and maintaining a safe and suitable
work environment.
To achieve this objective in practical terms, an effective safety program will be
instituted in each of our workplaces, based on the application of the provincial
safety regulations and our corporate safety policy.
Control of accidents and injuries must be a priority at every management level.
Supervisory personnel are also responsible for safety devices and tools in their
work environment.
All employees thus have personal and individual responsibility for performing
their duties so as not to expose their own lives or their co-workers’ lives to
danger. In the performance of their work, they must observe the regulations and
instructions with a view to prudent and effective performance.
This requires everyone’s full and harmonious participation and cooperation.

Éric Renaud
General Manager
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OHS POLICY
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLE
Whereas health and safety are fundamental to our concept of continuous quality improvement, the
corporate management of X RAIL INC. wishes to declare its commitment to eliminate or control
the risks of industrial accidents and/or occupational diseases and to ensure the maintenance of a
safe and healthy work environment in order to retain skilled personnel in its employ.
The corporate management of X RAIL INC. intends to integrate the values associated with
occupational health and safety at every level of the Company, into the very organization of work,
management of its human resources, maintenance of its equipment, purchasing of its materials
and, finally, its relations with subcontractors.

GENERAL ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Corporate management undertakes to plan and direct the activities necessary to the achievement
of the OHS objectives and to provide reasonable and attainable means of pursuing its objectives.
It ensures the achievement of the OHS objectives and supports the stakeholders in the planning
and performance of OHS activities.
The foremen promote the practical application of the OHS objectives among the workers for
which they are responsible by every means they consider reasonable, and support and advise the
stakeholders in any activity that makes accident prevention possible.
The workers observe the safety rules, perform their duties so as not to be exposed or expose their
co-workers to an accident risk, and participate in the prevention activities.
We therefore count on your cooperation to make each of our sites a workplace where you and
your colleagues can work in total safety.
Health and safety are everyone’s business and responsibility!

Éric Renaud
General Manager
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Emergency Procedure
and
Transportation Policy
Procedure arising from the policy described below:
 Call the first aider;
 If anyone loses consciousness or is severely injured, call the
ambulance at 911 and stay near the injured person;
 If the injury is minor and the worker leaves for the hospital or home,
ensure that he/she is always accompanied and does not drive;
 Inform your immediate supervisor of any kind of accident, even if it is
minor;
 Complete the first aid register in all cases and the investigation and
analysis report, if applicable (accident with or without loss of time).

Section 190 of the Act respecting industrial accidents and
occupational diseases:
“The employer shall immediately give first aid to a worker who suffers an employment
injury in his establishment and, where required, transportation to a health institution, to a
health professional or to the worker’s residence, as required by his condition.
The cost of transportation of the worker shall be assumed by his employer, who shall
reimburse it, where such is the case, to the person who incurred it.
On a construction site, the obligation imposed by the first paragraph applies to the
principal contractor within the meaning of the Act respecting occupational health and
safety.”
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X RAIL INC. practices rigorous environmental management within a perspective of
continuous improvement.
It ensures that our raw materials and our products are manufactured, handled and stored
so as to protect the environment, public health and our workers’ health.
It undertakes to:



Observe the legislation and regulations applicable in environmental matters.



Cooperate with governments and citizens in the establishment of standards geared to
improving protection of communities and the natural environment.



Observe the standards pertaining to air quality, water management, disturbance of sites,
and wildlife and plant life.



Use resources as efficiently as possible by practicing reduction at source, reuse, recycling
and reclamation.



Implement practices and strategies to prevent pollution, reduce wastes and preserve
natural resources.



Improve our environmental management system by periodically assessing our activities
and measuring our performing in relation to the established objectives.



Maintain an environmental training program for our employees.

Éric Renaud
General Manager
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X-Rail Signals Inc. recognizes that all employee has rights according to the Canadian
Human Rights Act.
An employee should not be subject to any improper conduct by an individual that is
directed at and offensive to another individual in the workplace, including at any event or
any location related to work, and that the individual knew or ought reasonably to have
known would cause offence or harm. It comprises objectionable act(s), comment(s) or
display(s) that demean, belittle, or cause personal harassment within the meaning of the
Canadian Human Rights Act (i.e. based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion,
age, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, family status, disability and pardoned
conviction).
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OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES


Obligations of the employer*

Every employer must take the necessary measures to protect the health and ensure the
safety and physical well-being of his workers. In particular, the employer must:
1. See that the establishments under his authority are so equipped and laid out as to
ensure the protection of the worker;
2. Designate members of his personnel to be responsible for health and safety matters
and post their names in a conspicuous place easily accessible to the worker;
3. Ensure that the organization of the work and the working procedures and techniques
do not adversely affect the safety or health of the worker;
4. Use methods and techniques intended for the identification, control and elimination of
risks to the safety or health of the worker;
5. Supply safety equipment and see that it is kept in good condition;
6. See that no contaminant emitted or dangerous substance used adversely affects the
health or safety of any person at a workplace;
7. Provide the worker with all the individual protective health and safety devices or
equipment selected by the health and safety committee in accordance with paragraph
4 of section 78 or, as the case may be, the individual or common protective devices or
equipment determined by regulation, and require that the worker use these devices
and equipment in the course of work;
8. Put at the disposal of the health and safety committee the equipment, premises and
clerical personnel necessary for the carrying out of its functions.

Ref. Act respecting occupational health and safety
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Obligations of the worker: *

A worker must:
1. Become familiar with the prevention program applicable to him;
2. Take the necessary measures to ensure his health, safety or physical well-being;
3. See that he does not endanger the health, safety or physical well-being of other
persons at or near his workplace;
4. Undergo the medical examinations required by the Act and the regulations;
5. Participate in the identification and elimination of risks of work accidents or
occupational diseases at his workplace;
6. Cooperate with the health and safety committee and with any person responsible for
the application of the Act and the regulations.

Ref. Act respecting occupational health and safety
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Responsibilities of the Parties


THE WORKERS








Use the protective equipment adopted by the employer
Observe safe work methods
Know all the regulations and put them into practice
Immediately report any accident or any disease
Report any dangerous activity or condition
Cooperate with the occupational health and safety committee



THE FOREMAN










Give instructions on safe work methods
Enforce the health and safety regulations
Remedy dangerous actions and conditions
Ensure that the equipment is used only by authorized and qualified workers
Produce a report and conduct an investigation on any accident or incident
which may have compromised safety
Inspect the work are and take remedial measures to reduce or eliminate any
danger noticed
Ensure proper maintenance of the equipment
Increase the workers’ safety consciousness.



EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT









Provide a healthy and safety work environment
Establish and maintain a prevention program
See that the workers have the desired training or certification
Provide first aid through first aiders in the work environment
Ensure the availability of individual protective equipment
Support the foremen’s initiatives in health and safety
Assess the foremen’s performance regarding occupational hygiene and
safety



Ref. Act respecting occupational health and safety
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Responsibilities of the Parties (continued)


Responsibilities of the first aiders

 All injuries must be reported and recorded in the register.
 Inform the immediate supervisor.
 In case of a severe injury, proceed as follows:


Assess the situation.



Examine the person without moving him except if the environment
represents a threat to the person’s life.



Provide first aid in accordance with the priorities:
o Save the person’s life first
o Prevent aggravation of injuries



The first aider stays with the injured person and designates someone
around him to call an emergency number



Wait calmly for the first responders, monitor the injured person closely,
inform him of the arrival of the first responders and reassure him.

 When it is necessary for the injured person to be examined by specialized
medical personnel, the type of vehicle (ambulance or other) will be chosen based
on the severity of the person’s injuries and the person’s general condition.


When the injured person is ready to leave the health care institution (hospital
or clinic), he must contact his employer to ensure his transportation back to
the Company or home, as the case may be.

Ref. Act respecting occupational health and safety
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All new employees, supervisors and contractors must receive a safety induction
and orientation regarding the Company and the workplaces. In addition they will
receive training upon their arrival and will have to study the prevention program
when they begin their duties.
Reassigned employees, transferred employees and supervisors will receive
orientation regarding the Company and the workplaces and will have to study the
prevention program. Here are some points to include on your orientation list for
new employees.
 Welcome them.
 Explain and tour the work areas:
- location of the workplaces
- location of the bulletin boards, dining room, break room, etc.
- the dangers related to these areas.
 Introduce the resource people:
- Foreman and/or supervisor
- Occupational health and safety representative
- Other Company employees.
 Explain the corporate organization and identify the person who will respond to the
questions and concerns of the employee and the supervisor.
 Give information on emergency and evacuation procedures.
 Give information on the places where emergency equipment, alarms, extinguishers,
eye showers and respirators (if applicable) are located.
 Explain the health risks of the applicable situations: chemical substances, dust, gas,
heat, cold, etc.
 Review the general loss control rules and the specific regulations.
 Explain the safe work practices and first aid procedures.
 Explain the individual meeting procedures.
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 Inform the employees and the supervisors about WHMIS and cleanup of spills.
 Inform the employees and the supervisors about transport of hazardous materials.
 Look at the padlocking procedures with the employee when required. Visit the
electrical control centre and show the employee how to cut the current to the
equipment and the padlocking procedure.
 Explain the traffic and material transport regulations.
 Look at the measures necessary to protect the property of the contractor and the
employees.
 Explain the procedures for reporting thefts and mischief.
 Explain the procedures for reporting accidents and incidents, emphasizing the
following points:
- What to do at the time of the accident
- Who are the first aiders
- To whom to report the accident
- What to report
- Where are the accident reports and the investigation reports
- Who is responsible for follow-up
_____________________________
Trainer’s signature

___________________________
President’s signature

_____________________________

___________________________

_____________________________

___________________________

_____________________________

___________________________

_____________________________

___________________________

_____________________________
Signatures of the employees

___________________________
Signatures of the employees

Date completed: _______________
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GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

1. All work must be performed CAREFULLY. An employee’s first duty is to
inspect his/her workstation, to ensure that it is safe and that the tools used
are in good order.
2. Immediately report to your supervisor any condition or practice which could
affect your safety or that of your co-workers, or cause damage to equipment
or lost production.
3. Immediately report any accident in which you are involved or pertaining to the
equipment you use, regardless of its severity. Promptly request first aid. Also
report any incident (near-accident) which has the potential to cause injury or
damage.
4. Do not work with defective tools or equipment. Return them to your supervisor
and alert the person concerned.
5. Ensure that nobody is in danger before you use gas or compressed air or
start machinery.
6. Any person working near an engine or a machine in motion must avoid
wearing loose clothing.
7. Jewellery, especially rings, must never be worn when you are working near
machines in motion. Hair must be tied back.
8. Yield the right of way to forklifts and bridge cranes.
9. The operating speed of forklifts on the job sites must be slow to avoid any
accident. Never ride on the forks. Only one person at a time may board a
forklift.
10. After use, always raise the bridge crane hooks higher than a person’s height
and ensure that the controls are out of the aisles or passageways and that the
emergency button is in “stop” position after use. Do not raise the controls
higher than a short person can reach.

Component #1
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11. Concerning hoisting apparatus, you must ensure that the object to be moved
is securely and safely attached with appropriate chains or slings. Nylon or
steel slings must not be used to lift parts with sharp edges. If such slings must
be used for a special case, make sure to install guards so that they are not
cut against the edge of an object.
12. Obey the labels, posters and other warnings around you.
13. Do not operate equipment for which you have not been authorized.
14. Ensure that the guards are properly installed on the machinery. Do not disturb
them. They are there for your protection.
15. Shut down your machine and lock the control or power supply mechanisms
before cleaning, oiling, repairing or adjusting.
16. Put away tools carefully after use.
17. Use the mechanical levers made available to you to lift loads; if you have to
lift a load manually, use the safe technique:
∫ Plan your route;
∫ First position yourself comfortably;
∫ Lift the object gently while holding the load close to your body;
∫ Avoid twisting your body while lifting the object;
∫ Ask for help if needed.
18. It is compulsory to wear individual protective equipment at the designated
places. Your safety depends on it.
19. Never use oxygen to remove dust from clothing or clean your workplace.
20. It is essential to ensure that cutting machines are used by authorized
employees. Only these employees have the key to the equipment and must
lock it after use.
21. When using a hand grinder you must ensure your safety and that of the
people around you. If necessary, take shelter behind a shield.
22. Any employee who plugs in or unplugs 575 volt electrical equipment must
shut the electrical circuit to prevent severe burns and electric shocks. It is also
essential to ensure that the power cable is protected from falling material
such as pieces of steel. The electrical boxes open and close with the left hand
to prevent workers from hitting themselves in the face with the door.
23. Pick up the cuttings after the cutting operation to prevent accidents.
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24. It is strictly forbidden to run or wrestle or jostle with co-workers, toss objects
or engage in practical jokes which could cause an accident.
25. It is strictly forbidden to bring alcoholic beverages or drugs into the workplace.
26. Hand tools: Employees must use only tools in good condition and only for the
purpose for which they are intended. Cold chisels, punches and hammers
with a mushroom head must only be used after being repaired. KEEP your
hand tools CLEAN and in good condition.
27. No welding or cutting must be done in places where there are gases or
flammable liquids or near varnishing tanks without taking adequate
precautions to avoid any accident.
28. All scaffolding must be inspected by an experienced person before use and
must be subject to the Provincial and Territorial Workers’ Compensation
Boards rules to avoid accidents.
29. When you use a company motor vehicle, obey the traffic regulations. Account
for weather and road conditions when driving.
30. Wearing protective glasses, protective footwear, a protective helmet and a
vest are compulsory except in the Châteauguay and Campbelton shops.
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ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
Any consumption or possession of drugs and alcohol on the work sites is formally
prohibited.
Moreover, any substance (i.e. medication, drug or alcohol) which can affect
performance on the job is strictly forbidden and any person in possession or
under the influence of such substances are not authorized to be on company
premises.
Any offender is liable to immediate dismissal or will be told to seek professional
counselling to prevent a recurrence.
Employees who take prescription drugs which may affect their performance on
the job must inform their foreman to ensure that their own safety and that of their
co-workers is not endangered.
A temporary assignment to other duties could be offered to employees suffering
from the side effects of prescription medication, such as drowsiness or slowed
reflexes.
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SAFETY TIPS ABOUT LADDERS
•

Choose the right type of ladder for the job to be done.

•

Inspect the ladders for defects (rungs with play, broken foot, etc.).

•

Solidly fasten or anchor the top and base of the ladder to prevent it from
slipping.

•

If you need both hands to work on a ladder, use a safety harness.

•

Always use both hands when ascending or descending a ladder.

•

Never use a ladder for purposes other than those for which it was designed.

•

Never increase the rated length of a ladder by joining it to another ladder.

•

Never place a ladder in front of a door which opens towards the ladder,
except if the door is locked or secured in an open position.
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COMPRESSED AIR
Compressed air must be used carefully to prevent any risk of injury, or even
death.
The following instructions must be observed:
•

ENSURE that the specified clamps are used on all hose couplings.

•

Always INSPECT the condition of the compressed air hoses before
pressurizing them.

•

Before connecting compressed air hoses to equipment, ENSURE that they
are clean inside by cleaning them with a low-pressure jet of compressed air.

•

Safety clips must be fastened to all couplings to prevent an accidental
disconnection.

•

NEVER bend a hose to cut the air supply. Always shut off the source of
supply and purge the hose.

•

Be careful when cutting off or opening the compressed air supply. An
unexpected shortage or inrush of air could endanger other employees using
compressed air equipment on the same main line.

•

HANDLE pneumatic tools with care; in case of doubt, check with your team
leader or coordinator.

•

ENSURE that the cylinders are attached at all times to prevent them from
falling off.

Never blow compressed air onto yourself or others and do not use it to
remove dust from clothing. It can pass through the fabric and cause severe
injuries, and even death.
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MANUAL HANDLING
It is often risky to lift a load. You must have to ask for help or use the appropriate
hoisting/transportation equipment when the load exceeds 40 kilos. Learn to lift a
load properly so that you do not injure yourself.
a. Check your route
•

Ensure that the route is clear of any objects on which you could trip, slip or
otherwise have an accident.

b. Estimate the load first
•
•

Ask for help if necessary.
Consider the mass and the weight of the load.

c. Position your feet correctly
•
•
•

Position your feet as close as possible to the object to be lifted.
Ensure that you are steady on your feet.
Put yourself in balance with your knees bent.

d. Take a good grip
•

Grasp the load solidly with the palms of your hands, and not your fingertips,
diagonally opposed on the object.

e. Keep your back straight
•
•

Bend your knees – don’t bend your back.
Keep your upper body as straight as possible.

f. Keep your head up and your chin in
•
•
•

Take a deep breath and start lifting the load as you straighten your legs.
Hold the load close to your body.
Keep your back straight as you finish lifting the load.
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g. Keep your arms in
•
•

Keep your elbows and knees slightly bent.
Control the load flexibly with your arm and leg muscles.

h. Don’t turn
•

Don’t twist or turn your waist when you are handling a load. This is the best
way to hurt your back.

REMEMBER: Use the strength of your legs and arms to lift the load and
keep your back straight.
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SAFETY TIPS ABOUT ELECTRICITY

•

BE EXTREMELY CAREFUL when you use water near electrical equipment.

•

NEVER turn on a power switch when you are standing in water.

•

DON’T throw tools or other objects on extension cords and DON’T pull
extension cords over sharp objects.

•

NEVER use electrical equipment with exposed wires.

•

Don’t use aluminium or a metal ladder when you are working on electrical
equipment.

•

BEFORE turning on a power switch, ensure that your action does not
endanger anyone.

•

All defective electrical equipment must be locked and moved immediately to
prevent its use. INFORM the foreman immediately so that he/she can take
remedial measures.
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CLEANLINESS AND ORDERLINESS
Aisles and corridors:
-

free of obstacles that can hinder traffic
no slippery surface or holes

Cabinets, lockers, bookcases:
-

clean and in good condition with clear access
lockers and drawers identified
interior storage properly laid out

Stairways, landings and catwalks:
-

free of any clutter
equipped with guardrails and baseboards along the edge of the void
stairway equipped with handrails along the open sides
uniform steps

Sanitary facilities:
-

clean
equipment and accessories in working order
adequate ventilation

Egresses, doors and exits:
-

marked and lit
no storage near exits
no hindrance to operation
in good condition
opening outward and clear at all times

Dining room and furniture:
-

clean and adapted room
adequate ventilation
appliances clean and in working order
material in good condition

Component #1
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Access routes and outdoor traffic areas:
-

free of obstacles that can hinder traffic
not slippery
lit

Lighting and emergency lighting:
-

general lighting 90% operational
emergency lighting installed at strategic locations
clean equipment

Garbage bins and garbage cans:
-

sufficient number.
in good condition.
containers intended for food waste must have a liner bag and a lid.
not overflowing.

Cleanliness around buildings:
-

clean and well-drained grounds
orderly storage
buildings with clean appearance

Government certificates:
-

clearly identified
clean and in good condition
visible and valid

Emergency preparedness measures:
-

posted at strategic locations
clean and legible

Warning devices:
-

visible
audible and operational
clearly identified function

Component #1
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Respiratory equipment:
-

easily accessible and clearly identified
cabinets and valises clean and operational
inspection labels in compliance
breathable air cylinders properly stored
hoses and masks properly stored

Stretchers and first aid kits:
-

sealed and inspected
easily accessible and clearly identified
clean

Eye and body showers:
-

clearly identified and easily accessible
lukewarm water
instructions installed nearby
clean and in good condition

Pneumatic, mechanical, hydraulic and electrical equipment:
-

easily accessible dials and controls
clean, in good condition and free of leaks
clearly identified
hazardous components protected (collars, couplings, clutch, etc.)

Compressed gas cylinders:
-

stored upright, valves up and solidly secured in place
labelled
equipped with protective valve cap when not in use
must not be exposed to temperatures over 50°C

Portable ladders and stepladders:
-

in good condition
non-slip base
stored in the identified locations
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Scaffolding:
-

the feet are level and all cross-bracing is in place
the blocking and anchoring devices are subjected
the crosspieces are level
all components must be in good condition

Hoisting apparatus:
-

clean
load capacity clearly identified and observed
control and mechanism in good condition
chains and winch cables in good condition and not twisted
hooks not deformed and snap hooks operational
dead stops and brakes operational
slings and hoisting accessories must be in good condition

Welding and oxygen cutting equipment:
- cylinder fastened upright on a cart or a solid support
- all components must be in good condition
- welding and cutting equipment free of grease or oil
- the hoses must not block the passageway
Electric welding equipment:
-

the cables must be in good condition and not block the passageway
grounded welding station chassis
receptacles and pins clean and free of moisture
the receptacles and pins must be covered with safety caps when the station is
not in use

Stationary tools and guards:
-

clean and in good condition
guards fastened in place
automatic guards properly adjusted
emergency stop buttons clearly identified and visible
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Hand tools and portable tools:
-

stored in the identified locations when not in use
in good condition
guard and safety device in good condition

Electrical room, switches, breakers and wiring:
-

access to the rooms and equipment clearly identified
high-voltage and control panels identified
no obstruction of electrical panels
no storage in electrical rooms
locking components in good condition
wires orderly and properly laid out
no stepladder or ladder near electrical wiring

Piping for hazardous substances:
-

apply according to the standards CSA CAN / CGSB – 24.3
apply the contractors’ standards if they are stricter

Labelling and storage of hazardous materials:
-

identification in accordance with WHMIS
labels visible and legible
storage place clearly identified and in accordance with the instructions on the
label
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REPORT, ACCIDENT REGISTER AND INVESTIGATION
REPORT
INJURY AND ACCIDENT REPORTING PROCEDURE
In accordance with section 265 of the Act respecting industrial accidents and
occupational diseases and our internal accident reporting procedure, we hereby
wish to inform you of the procedure to follow in the case of an employment injury.
1. Alert your immediate supervisor (on site) on duty as soon as the accident
occurs, to receive first aid and complete the register if necessary.

IMPORTANT
- Only first aid recommended in the first aid manual will be administered.
- For your protection, no medication will be administered to you.

2. Return to your normal work if your condition allows it. Otherwise, the
management will ensure your transportation to the hospital.
3. If you have to leave the establishment, you must advise the foreman.
4. At this point, it if is considered expedient, you will be given a temporary
assignment form. In all cases where you are given a form, you must have it
completed by the physician during the first medical visit. After the visit, you
must promptly bring back any form addressed to the employer.
5. You must provide a medical report for each of your visits to the physician and
bring it back immediately after the consultation so that the progress of your
injury can be monitored.
6. You must inform your immediate supervisor promptly of the consolidation
date established by your attending physician.
7. To prevent accidents and incidents, the investigation and analysis will be
performed promptly to determine the causes and take the necessary
corrective measures. The presence of the worker involved in the accident is
required, if possible.
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8. Your presence will also be required at certain times to follow up your case.
9. We request your cooperation in complying with the above procedure and we
count on your attitude to work safely and avoid accidents.

Register of Accidents and First Aid
It is essential to complete the accident register properly in order to account for
the number of cases of accidents, work incidents or potential risks which could
have caused a serious accident. The accident register is a tool for targeting
problems and thus preventing their recurrence. Remedial measures alleviate an
irregularity in the work environment can be taken immediately. This is a
management tool for the health and safety committee. The accident register is
located in the foreman’s office. It must be completed.
A few definitions:
∫ Risk:
Situation or combination of factors representing a potential loss for workers’
health and safety or lost production unless remedial measures are taken in time.
∫

Incident:

Near-accident. Undesired event which, under slightly different circumstances,
would have resulted in a loss for workers’ health and safety or property damage
or lost production.
∫

Accident:

Undesired event which results in a loss for the environment or workers’ health
and safety, or property damage or lost production.
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Investigation and analysis report
The investigation and analysis report is another tool for discovering how to avoid
a recurrence. Even if it is too late to intervene at the time of the investigation, the
discovery of the relevant facts makes it possible to act promptly to eliminate the
danger, thus contributing to prevention. The investigation report must be
produced promptly after an accident by a workers’ representative and an
employer representative. The worker’s participation is essential because he or
she often has the answers to our questions. The presence of witnesses may also
be required, if applicable.
An investigation may also be conducted regarding reported incidents to correct
the situation in order to prevent them from recurring, this time resulting in injuries
or damage.

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS
The Company will establish a reporting, investigation and investigation reporting
system on risks, accidents and incidents involving health and safety. An
investigation of risks, accidents and incidents calls for methodical study of an
undesirable event which has caused or could cause injury, property damage or
other losses. The investigative activities consist of identifying the facts and
describing the circumstances related to the event, in order to determine their
causes and develop remedial measures to prevent future risks/losses.
STANDARDS
Accident and Incident Investigation Program
Every employee must immediately report every risk, accident and incident
to his/her supervisor according to the established procedure.
To encourage employees to report every risk, accident or incident, the
supervisor will respond positively by paying greater attention to loss
control, immediately encouraging positive behaviour, emphasizing the
importance of reporting all risks, accidents and incidents, and proving
personal involvement by setting an example.
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Remedial Measures and Monitoring
A monitoring system must be established to ensure that the
recommendations identified following investigation reports on risks,
accidents and incidents are implemented within the prescribed deadlines.
The health and safety committee will be responsible for this system’s
development, implementation and maintenance.

The risks, accidents and incidents identified as having resulted in major
losses must be presented to the meetings of the health and safety
committee in order to recommend remedial measures.

Accident/Incident Record Keeping
An active central file of copies of all investigation reports and the accident
and incident register will be maintained for a minimum of five years,
except if otherwise provided in the legislation. It is understood that all
accident reports involving injuries will be kept indefinitely in the
employees’ personal files.

Risk, Accident and Incident Statistics
A monthly statistical report will be produced to present a profile of the
Company to all employees. The report will contain data on accidents with
and without loss of time and the number of days lost on temporary
assignment or total time lost. The injured body parts will also be indicated
in the report.
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REGISTER OF ACCIDENTS AND FIRST AID
DEPARTMENT

FROM

Person aided

Last name

Time

First name

Signature

M

Job title:

D

Description of injury:

TO

Body part:

HR

Occurrence/
investigation
3
yes
no

Description of the accident (where, while doing what, with what)

First aider:
Last name

Reported on:
First name

First aid delivered

Person aided

Last name

Time

First name

Signature

M

D

Immediate remedial measures:

Person responsible:

Job title:

Body part:

Description of injury:

HR

Occurrence/
investigation
3
yes
no

Description of the accident (where, while doing what, with what)

First aider:
Last name

Reported on:
First name

First aid delivered

Person aided

Last name

Time

First name

Signature

M

D

Immediate remedial measures:

Person responsible:

Job title:

Body part:

Description of injury:

HR
Description of the accident (where, while doing what, with what)

First aider:
Last name

Reported on:
First name

First aid delivered
Immediate remedial measures:

Person responsible:

Occurrence/
investigation
3
yes
no





Date reported:
Reported to:

Accident with time loss
Accident without time loss
Incident (damage)

Description of the accident:
Last name, first name:

No.:

Date:

Place:

Seniority:
Shift:

Job title:

years

Time:

months

Daytime  Evening  Night  Day:

Perm. 

Overtime:

Yes. 

No.

Temp. 


S

M

T

W

T

F

S















Activity at time of accident:
Description of the accident (worker’s version):

Date:

Worker’s signature:

Immediate measures:
First aid:

Nature of injury (detailed description):

Yes. 

No. 

Description of first aid received:
L-R
Abdomen
Ankle
Arm
Buttock
Ear
Eye
Face
Finger
Forearm
Foot

Safety measures taken:

Number in order of importance.
Specify left or right when applicable.

Information gathering:
Visit to the scene (date):
List of witnesses:

Nature of damage:

(append the dated statements)
Clues, samples, photos to be appended, etc.
Yes



No

L-R
Hand
Head
Leg
Neck
Nose
Shoulder
Thigh
Toe
Torso
Wrist
Multiple



Causes of the accident (circle the number concerned):
Equipment or material

Organization

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

4.1
4.2
4.3

Inadequate or missing protective equipment
Inadequate or missing label or traffic control device
Poor equipment design
Missing equipment
Inadequate or defective equipment
Missing or inappropriate protective mechanism
Toxic, flammable or corrosive substance
High-risk equipment
Other (specify):

Worker
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8

4.9

Inadequate dissemination of instructions
Insufficient training or coaching
Missing or insufficient procedures/
regulations
Inadequate supervision or control
Inappropriate purchase
Inadequate allocation
Poor work planning
Insufficient maintenance
Other (specify):

Tasks

Skill [dexterity]
Insufficient knowledge
Inappropriate behaviour
Deficient physical fitness
Inappropriate act
Disinterested attitude
Nonobservance of rules
Nonobservance of instructions
Other (specify) :

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6

5.7

Pace of work
Non-compliance with work rules
Nonobservance of procedures
Unsuitable work posture
Excessive strain
Non-use of individual protective equipment
Other (specify):

Environment
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

No.

Inadequate workstation layout
Unclean ambient conditions
Confined space
Disorder
Lack of cleanliness or hygiene
Inadequate structure
Other (specify):

Specify each cause retained (what is abnormal)

Remedial measure(s)

Why this cause?

Person(s) responsible Time frame(s)

Follow-up

Order of priority: 1) Immediately 2) Short term (under 30 days) 3) Medium term (30 to 90 days) 4) Long term (over 90 days)

Investigator’s signature:

Date:

(employer representative – in the presence of the workers’ representative)

Investigator’s signature:
(workers’ representative – in the presence of the employer representative)

Date:

FIRST AID IN THE WORK ENVIRONMENT

STANDARDS TO OBSERVE
The general standard is to ensure the presence at all times of one first aider per shift to which 50 workers or less are
assigned and one (1) additional first aider for each additional hundred (or fraction of a hundred) workers on that
same shift (section 3 of the First-aid Minimum Standards Regulation).
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MINIMUM CONTENT
WORKPLACE FIRST AID KIT

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

1 WCB first aid manual
1 pair bandage scissors
1 pair splinter forceps
12 safety pins (assorted sizes)
25 sterile adhesive bandages (25 mm x 75 mm), individually wrapped
25 sterile gauze squares (101.6 mm x 101.6 mm), individually wrapped
4 rolls sterile gauze bandage (50 mm x 9 m), individually wrapped
4 rolls sterile gauze bandage (101.6 mm x 9m), individually wrapped
6 triangular bandages
4 sterile bandage compresses (101.6 mm x 101.6 mm) individually wrapped
1 roll adhesive tape (25 mm x 9 m)
25 antiseptic alcohol swabs, individually wrapped

MINIMUM CONTENT
VEHICLE KIT
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

1 WCB first aid manual
1 pair bandage scissors
12 safety pins (assorted sizes)
5 sterile adhesive bandages (25 mm x 75 mm), individually wrapped
5 sterile gauze squares (101.6 mm x 101.6 mm), individually wrapped
1 roll sterile gauze bandage (50 mm x 9 m), individually wrapped
1 roll sterile gauze bandage (101.6 mm x 9m), individually wrapped
2 triangular bandages
2 sterile bandage compresses (101.6 mm x 101.6 mm) individually wrapped
1 roll adhesive tape (25 mm x 9 m)
5 antiseptic alcohol swabs, individually wrapped

Source:

First-aid Minimum Standards Regulation, sections 4 and 5
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WORKPLACE INSPECTION PROCEDURE
1. Inspection objectives:
The workplace inspection is a prevention activity to identify existing
hazardous actions and conditions. The ultimate objective is to reduce
accident risks.
2. Definition:
2.1 Inspection consists of systematically making the rounds of a department
to verify the compliance of equipment, material and the work environment.
It will thus make it possible to detect hazardous conditions.
2.2 It also consists of paying attention to the workers’ work methods to detect
hazardous actions, if applicable.
3. Frequency:
The frequency of the inspection is at the discretion of the health and safety
committee.
4. Distribution of duties and responsibilities:
4.1 It is the worker’s responsibility to inform his/her supervisor as soon as the
worker recognizes a risk to his/her health or safety or that of another
worker.
4.2 The supervisor must ensure that an inspection is conducted monthly.
He/she must ensure that measures are taken to eliminate the risk
identified promptly. If the problem cannot be solved at the supervisor’s
level, the supervisor must submit it to the Director.
5. Conducting the inspection:
5.1 The inspection is conducted jointly by a supervisor and a worker.
5.2 During the inspection, only the points that cannot be remedied will be
noted in the inspection report. The other points are remedied immediately.
6. Follow-up:
6.1 For each risk factor identified, a remedial measure must be suggested, a
person responsible named and an implementation time prescribed.
6.2 The risk factors are noted in the report according to an order of priority
(implementation schedule).
6.3 A copy of the inspection report is given to the Director for appropriate
follow-up of activities. The Director will take charge of informing the
workers of the changes introduced in the organization.
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DATE: _______________
INSPECTION REPORT
Check «9» if OK and « X » for remedial measure.

1. MAINTENANCE OF THE PREMISES:
Items put away
Storage
Condition of the floors
Cleanliness
Clearance







4. ACCESS ROUTES AND TRAFFIC:
Passageways

Corridors

Lighting and emergency exits

(clutter, signage/traffic control devices, access)

5. EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
2. COMMON AREAS:
Rest area
Toilets
(cleanliness, hygiene, condition)




Fire extinguishers
Showers
First aid kits
Posting
WHMIS







3. PHYSICAL AMBIENCE:
6. ELECTRICITY
Heat
Noise
Vibrations
Lighting
Dust







Wiring and extension cords
Electrical panels clear
Padlocking





DATE: _______________
INSPECTION REPORT
Check «9» if OK and « X » for remedial measure.

10. HOISTING APPARATUS:

7. PORTABLE TOOLS:
Power tools
Stepladders
Ladders
Guards






8. STATIONARY EQUIPMENT
Guards
Condition of machines












11. VEHICLES AND MOBILE MACHINES
Trucks

Transport vehicles

(good condition, regular maintenance) 

9. COMMON PROTECTION:
Welding shields
Guardrails
Ventilation
Compliance with wearing regulations
Good condition, maintenance

Bridge cranes
Hoists
Load weight
Forklifts
Slings
Chains
Hooks







12. WORK METHODS
Compliance with procedures
Good work sequence
Posture
Excessive strain
Repetitive actions







CORPORATE POLICY REGARDING
THE HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE
X RAIL INC. values the protection of its employees’ health, safety and well-being.
Our goal in occupational health and safety is to reduce risks and occupational
injuries constantly by assuming effective management of all health and safety
matters.

In this vein, X RAIL INC. intends to use different mechanisms and means of
prevention at its disposal. One of these preferred action mechanisms is the
Health and Safety Committee.

This committee, composed of representatives of the workers and the employer,
has full authority within its mandate and benefits from our constant backing and
support.

The Committee’s objective
The objective of the Health and Safety Committee is to contribute to the
Company’s prevention efforts by identifying health and safety problems and
recommending means to resolve its problems.

Éric Renaud
General Manager
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HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE
1. THE COMMITTEE’S MANDATE
The Health and Safety Committee, which includes representatives of the
employer and the workers, sees to the implementation and follow-up of activities
designed to identify and eliminate the risks of accidents, in a joint preventive
approach. It sees to compliance with the corporate health and safety policy and
the procedures and rules resulting from it.
2. THE COMMITTEE’S ROLE
The Committee and/or its representatives must:
a) Participate in the safety inspections;
b) Participate in the accident investigations and analyses;
c) Consider the workers’ suggestions and risk notices to improve
prevention within the company;
d) Study the register of accidents and examine the follow-up on all
prevention activities at the Committee’s monthly meetings.
3. COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE AND SELECTION OF MEMBERS
3.1 The workers’ representatives are chosen by the workers.
3.2 The employer appoints its representatives and confers decisionmaking power on them.
3.3 The representatives of the worker and the employer are selected
according to their capacity to represent all of the Company’s
personnel effectively.
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3.4 Each member serving on the Committee must:
∫
∫
∫
∫
∫

Have a good knowledge of the work environment;
Have training in the performance of the various prevention
activities;
Have a clear interest in health and safety;
Be willing to do committed work on prevention in a climate of
cooperation;
Be willing to create and maintain an interest in occupational health
and safety within the Company.

3.5 The number of members for each party is determined by agreement.
The members are then duly identified and a substitute may be
appointed for each to be able to replace this member in case of
absence.
4. FREQUENCY AND CALLING OF MEETINGS
4.1 The Committee must hold meetings regularly, at the option of the
Committee members. The date, time and place of the meeting must
be determined in advance.
4.2 The agenda must be distributed to the Committee members at least
one week before the meeting is held.
4.3 Certain points must be included systematically on the agenda:
∫ Establishment of attendance;
∫ Adoption of the agenda;
∫ Business arising from the last meeting;
∫ Study of the register of accidents and the investigation reports;
∫ Consideration of suggestions and risk notices;
∫ Inspection report and recommendations;
∫ Study of the selection of training or information activities;
∫ New business;
∫ Date of the next meeting;
∫ Closing of the meeting.
4.4 The Committee meeting should not exceed ninety (90) minutes,
except in cases where an activity is combined with it (e.g.: training,
inspection).
4.5 When possible, the Committee will invite employees as observers.
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5. OPERATION OF THE COMMITTEE (distribution of duties)
5.1 To ensure compliance with the time allocated for the meetings and
maximize their efficiency, the members must be self-disciplined and
structure themselves as a team.
5.2 Distribution of duties:
Facilitator:
∫
∫

Facilitate the discussions at the meetings (recognize speakers).
Encourage discussions among the members.

Secretary:
∫
∫
∫

Prepare the agenda.
Draft the minutes.
Distribute documents.

The person responsible for the “Investigation and Analysis
Report” file and the register of accidents:
∫
∫
∫
∫
∫
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Study the register.
Study the reports before the meeting to present priorities.
Receive a copy of the reports and follow up on the remedial
measures suggested with the persons concerned.
Consult the supervisor concerned.
Prepare a draft Committee resolution.
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The person responsible for suggestions and risk notices:
∫
∫
∫
∫

Collect the workers’ suggestions and present them to the
Committee.
Document the suggestions if necessary.
Consult the supervisor concerned.
Prepare a draft Committee resolution.

The person responsible for inspection:
∫
∫
∫
∫

Receive a copy of the inspection reports.
Know the progress of the various remedial measures to be able to
report on them to the Committee at the meeting.
Consult the people primarily concerned (state of the work).
Prepare a draft Committee resolution.

5.3 Other duties assumed by each member:
∫
∫
∫
∫
∫

Attend the meetings and participate actively by presenting his/her
opinions while cooperating in the Committee’s efficient operation;
Be personally involved in improving health and safety within the
Company;
Inform his/her co-workers about the Committee’s work;
Cooperate in the preparation or presentation of certain topics at
safety instruction meetings;
Put into practice everything concerning prevention within the
Company (e.g.: observance of safety rules and procedures).

6. FOLLOW-UP AND INFORMATION
The Committee must provide for means to inform the personnel of its activities
(e.g.: posting, memos, team meetings).
Minutes are produced after each meeting of the Committee. They are posted and
distributed to all interested parties (e.g.: upper management, foreman,
Committee members and persons responsible for follow-up). An implementation
time frame is specified in all cases.
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The safety break is a tool used by the employer to ensure discussion
of occupational health and safety between the workers and their
supervisors and with executive management.
The purpose of this break is to inform people about the company’s
orientations on health and safety. It also serves to discuss points
needing improvement in the company regarding occupational health
and safety.
The dates and times of the safety breaks are not fixed or determined
in advance. The employer generally calls a safety break when it
considers it necessary.
The safety break has no agenda or minutes. However, a summary
must be produced at each meeting. This summary must contain the
date of the safety break, the location, the department (if relevant), the
topics discussed, a brief summary of the discussions, the names of
the persons present and the name of the facilitator.
These sessions should be no longer than the duration of a normal
break. They are not meetings. The Health and Safety Committee
already meets to discuss the issue in greater depth.
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SAFETY BREAK

Date:

________________________________

Place:

________________________________

Department: ________________________________

Topic:

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Summary:

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Persons
present:

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

Facilitator: _________________________

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

RISK NOTICE POLICY AND PROCEDURE
POLICY
X RAIL INC. has established a risk notice system to ensure the identification,
assessment and management of risks to occupational health and safety. This program
will allow the development of safe work practices and procedures to prevent accidental
losses, reduce costs and improve quality.

PROCEDURE
1. When a worker identifies a risk to his/her health and/or safety or that of a colleague,
he/she reports it in writing with the risk notice form.
2. The worker then gives the form to his/her foreman.
3. The foreman analyzes the risk notice. If the foreman can perform the remedial
measure personally, he/she applies it. Otherwise the notice is given to the Director.
4. The Director will analyze the risk notice and submit his/her recommendations by
naming a person responsible for the work and establishing a time frame.
5. A copy of the solved risk notice will have to be distributed: to the worker who
reported the risk, the foreman, the Director, and person responsible for the work, if
applicable.
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RISK NOTICE
This risk is related to:
The environment 

The worker  The task  The organization  The equipment or material 

Location:
Describe the situation observed (risk factor)

What danger does it represent?

What do you suggest as a remedial measure?

______________________
Employee’s name

_________
Date

FOLLOW-UP:
Foreman: Can you remedy this situation yourself? yes  no 
If yes, what remedial measure is taken?

Time frame: ____/____/____
D

M

Y

If no, to be discussed with the OHS Committee. Meeting of: _____________

Person responsible: _________________

Time frame:____/____/____
J

______________________
Foreman’s signature

__________
Date

M

A

TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT POLICY AND
PROCEDURE

POLICY
X RAIL INC. considers that it must make every effort to promote its employees’ work attendance.
Among other measures, it favours their reassignment to work after an industrial accident or an
occupational disease.

PROCEDURE
1. A temporary assignment form and a questionnaire are given to the employee who is a victim of an
employment injury by the immediate supervisor or the person responsible for occupational health
and safety before the employee consults his/her attending physician.
2. The employee must give the form and the questionnaire to his/her attending physician during the
consultation to have the physician complete it.
3. The form and the questionnaire are returned by the employee to the person responsible for
occupational health and safety immediately after the employee’s medical consultation or, if this is
impossible, within 24 hours.
4. Once the employee is temporarily assigned to a job, he/she must always comply with his/her
restrictions to promote his/her rehabilitation.
5. The immediate supervisor complies with the employee’s restrictions in assigning tasks to be
performed.
6. For the duration of the temporary assignment, X RAIL INC. will pay the employee the salary and
benefits related to the job which the employee held when his/her employment injury was
manifested.
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INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

1.0

Introduction

The individual protective equipment standard is designed to protect personnel against injuries by
creating a barrier against risks in the work environment. Individual protective equipment is not a
substitute for good technical or administrative controls, nor for good work practices, but it should
be used with these controls to ensure the health and safety of personnel.
Individual protective equipment must be prescribed, used and maintained in good condition when
it is established that this equipment is necessary and that its use will reduce the possibilities of
injury or occupational diseases.
This document defines the minimum requirements that must be observed by all personnel and by
all persons whose access is authorized to the property of X-RAIL INC.
The document concerns protection of the eyes, face, head and feet, and high-visibility safety
apparel. It replaces the standards issued previously. Because of their technical nature, separate
standards exist for respiratory protection equipment, hearing protectors and fall protection
equipment.
The individual protective equipment standard of X-RAIL INC. includes the following points:
- Responsibilities of supervisors and personnel;
- Assessment of the risks and selection of individual protective equipment.
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2.0

Responsibilities

2.1

Supervisors

It is primarily incumbent on the supervisors to implement the standards regarding individual protective
equipment in their respective work areas. They must:
•

Supply the appropriate individual protective equipment required by X-RAIL INC. and make it
available to the personnel;

•

See that the personnel receive training in the appropriate use, maintenance and cleaning of
the individual protective equipment;

•

See that the standards regarding individual protective equipment are observed and that the
personnel correctly use and maintain the individual protective equipment;

•

See to the immediate replacement of defective or damaged equipment;

•

See that the contractors and any other persons with access to X-RAIL INC. property observe
the standards of X-RAIL INC. regarding individual protective equipment;

•

Ensure tracking of the equipment distributed.

2.2

Personnel

The members of the personnel and any other person with access to X-RAIL INC. properties must
observe the requirements of the individual protective equipment standard. They must:
•

Wear the necessary individual protective equipment;

•

Attend training courses as needed;

•

Take care of the equipment, clean it and maintain it as needed;

•

Inform the supervisor of the necessity to repair or replace a piece of equipment;

•

See that each member of the personnel and every other person wear the necessary
individual protective equipment.

Review and update the individual protective equipment standard and assess its overall effectiveness.
2.3

Exemption procedures

The General Manager must approve any exemption to the individual protective equipment standard. To
submit a request for exemption, it is essential to proceed as follows:
2.3.1

Name and describe the individual protective equipment.
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2.3.2

Describe the work environment and the task for which the individual protective equipment must
be used.

2.3.3

Submit the request to the Health and Safety Committee.

2.3.4

The Health and Safety Committee must:
2.3.4.1 Assess the degree of risk without a safety device.
2.3.4.2 Assess the possibility of an accident or an incident.
2.3.4.3 Assess the consequences of an accident or an incident.
2.3.4.4 Draft recommendations pertaining to the exemption from the safety device.
2.3.4.5 Submit its recommendations to the General Manager.

2.3.5 The General Manager must:
2.3.5.1 Study the request.
2.3.5.2 Discuss this request with the Vice-President, Operations and obtain his/her approval.
2.3.5.3 Draft recommendations.
2.4

Note

USUALLY THE WEARING OF INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT IS NOT COMPULSOY IN THE DESIGNATED
OFFICES AND OFFICE BUILDINGS, DEPENDING, OF COURSE, ON THE TYPE OF WORK PERFORMED IN THESE
WORK AREAS. IF CONSTRUCTION OR RENOVATION WORK OR RELATED WORK IS PERFORMED IN THESE AREAS,
THE INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT STANDARDS APPLY.
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3.0

Individual protective equipment standards

All individual protective equipment must be of safe design and manufacture for the work to be
performed and must remain clean and in good condition. Regarding the individual protective
equipment listed below, only equipment that satisfies that Canadian CSA (Canadian Standards
Association) standards or the American ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standards
shall be procured and used. According to the regulations in force, all individual protective
equipment must conform, in Canada, to the CSA standards or, in the United States, to the
following ANSI standards:
Eye and face protectors: standard ANSI Z 87.1, standard CSA Z 94.3
Protective headwear: standard ANSI Z 89.1, standard CSA Z 94.1
Protective footwear: standard ANSI Z 41.1, standard CSA Z 195
High-visibility safety apparel: standard ANSI/ISEA 107 (United States only)
The greatest care must be taken regarding the comfort and proper adjustment of individual
protective equipment. When individual protective equipment is available in different sizes, it is
essential to ensure that the right size is chosen.
3.1

Eye and face protectors

3.1.1

Introduction

This standard defines the minimum requirements for eye and face protectors which must be
observed by all personnel and by all persons whose access is authorized to the X-RAIL INC.
property. All personnel are obliged to wear approved eye and/or face protectors on the
Company’s property and at all places where they are in service.
3.1.2

Requirements

3.1.2.1 General requirements
The wearing of eye and/or face protectors is permanently compulsory on the Company’s property
and wherever personnel are in service, except in the offices, in vehicles or inside the cab of a
locomotive when the windows are closed.
Protective glasses must be equipped with side shields.
Glasses, including visors and filtering lenses, must bear permanent marks indicating the intensity of the
tint. Welding visors must bear the manufacturer’s permanent mark.
Anyone undertaking work in an office or an office building which could present risks to the face or
eyes must ensure his/her protection. Wearing protective glasses with any type of tinted lenses is
prohibited in the shops.
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3.1.2.2 Special requirements
In some cases, additional eye and/or face protection equipment must be worn:
a) In places where it is considered that there is a risk of injury to the eyes or face, in cases
where there is a risk of spattering or when handling an irritative or corrosive chemical
substance, protective glasses against spurting chemicals or a face shield must be worn.
b) During welding or related work, welding visors must be worn.
3.1.3

Requirements regarding protective glasses with corrective lenses

 These glasses must conform to the requirements defined in standard CSA Z 94.3, in standard
ANSI Z 87.1 or in the regulations in force.
 They must be purchased from an approved supplier.
 They must have plastic or polycarbonate lenses.
 They must have side shields.
 The side shields must be worn at all times on the Company’s property, except in the offices or
office buildings.
3.1.4

Tints
Protective glasses with tinted corrective lenses must not exceed tint intensity 6.

3.2

Protective headwear

3.2.1

Introduction

This standard defines the minimum requirements for protective helmets which must be observed
by all personnel and by all persons whose access is authorized to the X-RAIL INC. property.
All personnel are obliged to wear an approved protective helmet on the Company’s property and in all
places where they are in service, with the following exceptions.
3.2.2

Requirements

All protective helmets must conform to or exceed the requirements of standard
CSA Z94.1-M1977 (class B), updated in September 1982, and those of standard ANSI X89.1
1986.
When an employee is called upon to ride a snowmobile or an all-terrain vehicle, he/she must
wear a protective helmet conforming to the requirements of the Department of Transportation or
those of standard CSA D-230.
Department of Transportation personnel are only required to wear a protective helmet aboard
work trains, on the scene of a derailment and at the locations designated by the Company as
requiring the wearing of a protective helmet (e.g. shop, transshipment depot, etc.).

3.2.3

Reflective tape on protective helmets

Reflective adhesive tape (electrical insulation tape) must be affixed to both sides and the back of the
protective helmet.
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3.3

Individual protective equipment – Protective footwear

3.3.1

Introduction

This standard defines the minimum requirements regarding protective footwear which must be
observed by all personnel and by all persons whose access is authorized to the X-RAIL INC.
property.
All personnel are obliged to wear approved protective footwear on the Company’s property and at
all places where they are in service.
3.3.2

Requirements

Protective footwear must be worn at all times on the Company’s property, except in the offices or
office buildings.
3.3.3

Standard

All protective footwear must conform to or exceed the requirements of standard CSA Z 195 of the
Canadian Standards Association and/or standard ANSI Z 41.1 of the American National Standards
Institute. The approved protective footwear must cover and support the ankle and have a heel cut
to a height of no less than 13 mm (1/2 in) and no more than 25 mm (1 in).
3.3.4

Exceptions:

With the authorization of a supervisor, visitors who do not normally perform tasks in the areas
designated for compulsory wearing of protective footwear may be exempted from wearing
protective footwear. However, this exemption is an exception and is only valid for a short period.
3.4

Standard for high-visibility safety apparel

3.4.1

Introduction

This standard defines the minimum requirements for high-visibility safety apparel which must be
observed by all personnel and by all persons whose access is authorized to the X-RAIL INC.
property.
All personnel are obliged to wear approved high-visibility safety apparel on the Company’s property
and in all places where they are in service, with the following exceptions.
3.4.2

Requirements

The following requirements apply:
¾ The reflective clothing corresponding to the standard are orange, yellow or bright green vests
with two vertical strips on the front and an “X” on the back. When necessary, these vests must
be equipped with a quick-opening Velcro or other fastener.
¾ Coveralls and other clothing are permitted to the extent that they conform to the directives
established in this standard and that they bear a high-visibility fabric according to the following
minimum requirements:
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¾ The reflective fabric applied to the front of the torso must cover a minimum surface of 50 square
inches (325 square centimetres) and be arranged in two vertical strips.
¾ The reflective fabric applied to the back must cover a minimum surface of 50 square inches (325
square centimetres) and by arranged in an “X”.
¾ New reflective clothing must satisfy the requirements of this standard, but existing clothing of
different colours may be worn until it is replaced.
¾ The reflective fabric must be cleaned to preserve its reflective properties.
3.4.3

Wearing high-visibility safety apparel IS NOT compulsory in the following places:

9 On public roads as a driver or passenger aboard a standard vehicle or a road/rail vehicle;
9 Inside the cab of a locomotive;
9 At the non-restrictive locations identified in the shops
9 Inside buildings and offices.
The Health and Safety Committee must be consulted on the selection of any individual
protective equipment used by Company employees. This equipment must be worn in
accordance with the regulatory standards and codes.
3.5

Fall protection

Every employee must use fall protection devices or equipment (safety harness) made available
when the following conditions arise:
- When the work exposes the employee to a fall of more than 2.4 metres above the
closest safe level.
- Work above moving parts of a machine, another surface or a thing on which the
employee could be injured when falling.
- Work on a temporary structure which is more than 6 metres above a safe permanent
level.
- Work on a ladder more than 2.4 metres above the closest safe permanent level and
when, because of the nature of his/her work, the employee cannot use his/her hands
to grip the ladder.
3.6

Hand protection

Employees working in places where there is a danger of hand injuries must wear appropriate
gloves, except if they work on a machine in motion such as a drill or metal lathe. Gloves must be
worn to handle various objects: lumber, wires or wire rope, barrels, chemicals, solvents,
combustible materials or other dangerous substances. Wearing of jewellery, especially rings, is
not authorized when working near a moving mechanism.
•
•

Never use greasy or oily gloves to work with or handle torches or oxygen cylinders to
avoid the risks of explosion.
Never work with ripped gloves.
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3.7

Respiratory protection

Every employee must use the equipment and tools made available for respiratory protection.
This equipment is:
- Filter mask
- Air line mask
- General ventilation system
- At-source vacuum cleaning system
The employer must ensure that the equipment is worn and proceed with the inspection and
preventive maintenance of this equipment according to the manufacturer’s recommendations or
according to the procedure established by the Health and Safety Committee.
3.8

Hearing protection

Earplugs or shells are made available to workers and visitors. This equipment must be used in all
places which could result in hearing loss. Hearing loss may be caused by permanent noise or
impact noise.
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HAND TOOL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Using tools involves many risks, such as splinters projected into the eyes, cuts, electrocution, clothing
caught in moving machine parts, etc. However, these risks can be minimized by applying some basic
instructions:
1) Always ensure that the tool used is appropriate for the job to be performed.
2) Have the necessary knowledge and make sure you know the safety precautions to take before using
a tool.
3) Inspect the tool to verify that it is in good condition.
4) Do preventive maintenance.
5) Always leave the protective devices (guards) in place.
6) Always ensure that the tools are in a stable position to avoid accidents and incidents.
7) Always use the tool according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
8) Ensure that the tool is transported safely, with the cutting or pointed section towards the ground.
9) Ensure that individual protective equipment is worn at all times.
When using power tools:
1) Always ensure that the tool has a grounding device, whether for double insulation or by the third prong
of the extension cord plug. (NEVER CUT or TWIST the third prong of the plug).
2) Before using a power tool, make sure you know where the main switch is located to be prepared for
any contingency.
3) Ensure that all junction boxes, distribution boxes and receptacles are closed.
4) To avoid any risk, the extension cords supplying power to the tools must conform to the regulations.
5) Disconnect any unused extension cord.
6) Ensure that the switch of a service inlet, an artery or a bypass circuit is not locked in the closed
position (i.e. in the ON position).
When using pneumatic tools:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Equip pneumatic tools with a muffler when possible.
Use pneumatic tools with a trigger designed to close the compressed air intake valve
automatically when the operator releases the trigger.
Use a pressure regulator so that the pressures recommended by the manufacturer are never
exceeded.
Ensure that the compressed air line conforms to the regulations.
Position the air hoses so that workers do not risk tripping on them and so that the hoses are
protected against the passage of vehicles.
Purge the air line before disconnecting a pneumatic tool.
Cut the air intake when the tool is not in use or when changing tools.

When using compressed air:
1)
2)
3)

NEVER CLEAN CLOTHING with compressed air.
Inspect the air hoses regularly and replace them if they show any wear, cuts or deterioration.
To clean machines or equipment, ensure that the air pressure is less than 207 kPa (30 lb/in2). Use
a pressure reducer if necessary.
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When using gasoline-powered tools:
1)
2)
3)

Use gasoline-powered tools in well-ventilated areas so that you or other workers are not bothered
by the exhaust.
Pay special attention to the risks of burns from contact with the tool’s muffler or motor.
Fill the fuel tank only when the tool’s motor is shut off and cooled. It is recommended to fill the
tank about 3 metres from the place where the tool will be used.

When using tools with moving parts:
1)
2)

Always ensure that clothing is adjusted to prevent the risk of catching.
Ensure that the moving parts are properly fastened before use.

When using a nail gun:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Only use nails recommended for the type of tool used.
Ensure that the tool is well lubricated. It is recommended to install the oiler provided for this
purpose at the compressor outlet.
When using the nail gun, ensure that there are no workers nearby, work in a stable position and
keep your limbs away from the discharge orifice.
To avoid unintentional shooting, disconnect the nail gun from the air line, keep the tool pointed
downward and remove all the nails from the loader before putting the tool away.
NEVER activate the nail gun if the orifice is not in direct contact with the surface to be nailed.

When using a circular saw or table saw:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Use the saw in well-lit and uncluttered areas.
Ensure that the blade guard is high enough not to impede the passage of the part and wide
enough to allow the blade to be tilted.
Pass the wood in the opposite direction to the blade’s rotation.
Provide for adequate supports behind and on the side of the saw table when working with wide or
long parts. The part must be kept in contact with the guide during cutting.
NEVER pass your hand over or next to a saw in operation.
ALWAYS use a pusher to finish the cut.
Never leave the saw running when it is not in use.

When using a drill and reamer:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Always keep the bits well sharpened.
Disconnect the tool before changing or adjusting the bit or the accessories.
Tighten the chuck well and remove the tightening key before starting the drill.
Slow the speed of the drive just before reaching the surface to be drilled, which must be well
secured.
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PROCESS PROMOTING THE USE OF WHMIS IN AN
ORGANIZATION

WHMIS
WHMIS is the abbreviation for Workplace Hazardous Materials Information
System. This is a general system designed to offer information on the safe use of
hazardous materials in Canadian work environments. The information is provided
by means pf product labels, material safety data sheets (MSDS) and worker
training programs.
It was created in response to Canadians’ right to know the dangers the
substances or chemicals they use at work may present for their health and
safety. Exposure to hazardous materials may have many effects on health,
particularly on the nervous system. It may cause damage to the kidneys or lungs,
sterility, cancer, burns or itching. Some hazardous materials pose safety risks
and can cause fires or explosions. WHMIS was therefore created to help
eliminate the injuries, diseases, deaths, medical expenses and fires caused by
hazardous materials.

The main components of WHMIS
The main components of WHMIS are indication of the hazards, classification of
products, labelling, material safety data sheets and workers’ training and
education.

Responsibilities imposed by WHMIS
Suppliers, employers and employees all have responsibilities which are specified
in the Hazardous Products Act.
Suppliers: Canadian suppliers are those who sell or import products. When a
product is considered to be a “controlled product” under the terms of the WHMIS
legislation, the suppliers must label the product or the container and provide a
material safety data sheet to their customers. The labels are designed to identify
the nature of the hazardous material clearly, while the MSDS serves to explain
what these hazards entail.
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Employers: employers must establish training and education programs for
workers exposed to hazardous products in their workplace. The employers must
also ensure that each product is labelled and accompanied by an MSDS which is
easily accessible to the employees.
Employees: workers must participate in the training programs and use this
information to work safely with hazardous materials. They may also inform the
employers when the container labels have been accidentally removed or when
the label is no longer legible.

Steps for management of controlled products
1. Keep an up-to-date list of all controlled products used in your organization.
2. Know the supplier for each controlled product used.
3. Have a material safety data sheet less than three years old, in French (and
another language) for each of these products.
4. Have a material safety data sheets binder.
5. The material safety data sheets must be easily accessible for the workers, the
committee and the first aiders.
6. A person must be mandated as responsible for updating and monitoring
WHMIS.
7. Ensure that the containers of controlled products are delivered with a
conforming label.
8. If the supplier’s label is nonexistent or has been destroyed on a controlled
product container, or if the product is transferred to another container,
perform the following steps:
Æ CHECK
Æ
Æ
Æ

FOR THE PRESENCE OF THE LABELS ON EACH CONTAINER AND REPLACE THEM IF THEY ARE
DAMAGED OR DESTROYED.
HAVE A RESERVE OF THE SUPPLIER’S LABELS OR PRODUCE APPROPRIATE WORKPLACE LABELS.
INSTALL LABELS ON THE CONTAINERS WHEN THE CONTENTS ARE TRANSFERRED.
READ THE LABELS BEFORE USING A CONTROLLED PRODUCT.

9. Controlled products must be purchased by only one person.
10. Follow the safety instructions established on the material safety data sheets
when a product is used.
11. Have emergency and eye showers easily accessible in case of emergency.
12. Ensure that the individual protective equipment required (according to the
material safety data sheet) is available.
13. Have a designated area to receive hazardous waste, in accordance with the
requirements.
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GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
ª Immediately report any injury or discomfort felt at work to your immediate
supervisor.
ª Promptly report any threat to your safety or that of others to your immediate
supervisor.
ª Maintain your vehicle’s first aid kit.
ª Keep your vehicle clean and orderly.
ª Adopt safe and defensive driving techniques.
ª In case of an imminent impact with a small animal, avoid sudden manœuvres
that risk compromising the vehicle’s stability and causing an accident.
ª In winter, clear the snow adequately from the windshield and mirrors before
departure.
ª When using a vehicle, obey the traffic regulations. Consider weather and road
conditions when driving.
ª On company construction or other sites, you must obey the municipal by-laws
and the provincial Highway Safety Code, as well as the rules established by
the company.
ª It is forbidden to carry or consumer alcoholic beverages or narcotics while
working.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS SPECIFIC TO TRUCKERS, DELIVERY
PERSONNEL AND BULK TRANSPORTATION
ª Use the three support points technique for getting into and out of vehicles.
ª Immediately clean up any trace of slippery substances in the trailer with
absorbents and/or wipes.
ª It is strictly forbidden to wash your hands with solvents (varsol, thinner,
gasoline, etc.).
ª Wear protective footwear with non-slip slopes when loading and unloading
trailers.
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ª It is compulsory to wear individual protective equipment when this is required.
Here are some examples:
♦ Loading and unloading hazardous materials: Protective glasses,
protective gloves, etc.
♦ Other work: depending on the risks of injury to the eyes, face, hands,
etc.
ª Use the forklift or the other handling equipment made available to you to lift
heavy loads.
ª Use the unloading ramp to load and unload material from the vehicle.
ª Ensure adequate securement of transported loads.
ª Ensure compliance with the minimum power line approach distances when
unloading a crane truck.
ª Avoid parking in locations with a steep downgrade which could cause the
vehicle to reverse.
ª When loading and unloading a crane truck, make sure to use the stabilizers.
ª Ensure the presence of a signal person for manœuvres in tight spaces, when
traffic is heavy in the manoeuvring area or when visibility is poor.
ª Ensure that the signal person’s signals are visible and known and obeyed by
everyone.
ª Immediately stop the vehicle if the signal person moves out of the field of
vision or if the manœuvres become too risky.
ª Stop the vehicle as soon as it hits an object or when a person approaches
within 3 metres.
ª When loading a dump truck, stay inside the vehicle during the operation.
ª Ensure that loads are secured adequately.
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MANAGEMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
AND MATERIALS
Garbage and rubbish must be placed in containers provided for their disposal.
These containers must be made available to the employees in sufficient number
and must be regularly emptied of their contents.
It is forbidden to throw garbage on the road from a vehicle. Inspect the vehicles
regularly to ensure that garbage is removed and see that it does not fall from the
vehicles.
Used oil must never be spilled on the soil or vegetation or into the water. Other
waste coming from hazardous materials must not contaminate soil or water.
Hazardous materials are products which constitute a danger for the environment
when they are stored in bulk or transported. These are generally chemicals with
harmful effects on the environment and health.
The material safety data sheets indicate the handling, transport, storage and
disposal procedures for each product. A binder of these data sheets is accessible
for all employees.
Each employee who has to handle hazardous materials must have received
WHMIS training. Before handling a product, the employee must know:
-

what substance is involved

-

the side effects related to exposure

-

the first aid to be provided in case of exposure

-

what to do in case of fire

-

the individual protective equipment to use

-

the cleanup method in case of a spill

-

how to handle, transport and store the product safely.
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RESPONDING TO A SPILL

1- PREVENT access to the area where there has been a spill.
2- ASSESS the scope of the situation. Can the spill be limited without
endangering yourself? Do you have the competencies, equipment and sufficient
help to respond to this situation in complete safety? No? Next step.
3- Call or have someone call the emergency station and give all the information
you possess, such as the name of the substance spilled, whether there are any
victims, vapours or gases, location, specific complications, etc.
4- A SAFETY AREA must be maintained and access prohibited. A spokesperson
must be designated.
5- The response team only enters the area with INDIVIDUAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT. Calm and unrushed behaviour must be observed at every step.
Assume nothing.
6- The spilled product is known, the information on the substance is compiled,
and the risks and difficulties are clearly identified. The substance is STABILIZED
or NEUTRALIZED by such measures as shutting off the source and slowing,
directing or containing the substance. Can the vapours be reduced? Can the
area be aired out? Can an increase in fresh air flow be obtained from the
mechanical ventilation system?
7- Proceed with the CLEANUP by selecting the right absorbent and the right
tools. Must equipment be lifted, floor tiles removed, etc.?
8- The RESIDUES must be disposed of in accordance with the hazardous waste
regulations.
9- The site must be REHABILITATED by the Maintenance Department.
10- An accident analysis must be produced and the event discussed to find out
and eliminate the causes. The purpose is not to look for culprits but to ensure
that this does not happen again.
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FACTORS TO CONSIDER
•

The categories of chemical substances and their chemical, physical and
toxicological properties (e.g. combustive, flammable, reactive to water,
etc.).

•

The quantities likely to be spilled.

•

The susceptible locations.

•

The protective equipment required.

•

The category and quantity of neutralizer and absorbent required.
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WELDING SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
ELECTRIC ARC WELDING PROCESS
•

Verify that the equipment conforms to standards.

•

Ensure that the cable section is suitable for the welding currents and
operating factors.

•

The welding machine must be grounded.

•

The part to be welded must be grounded, or else procedures must be taken
to render the work safe.

•

The welding current return must be established by a single cable.

•

Gas cylinders, gas transportation hoses or flammable liquids must not be
used as a current return circuit.

•

The cables must be positioned and protected to avoid any risk of damage.

•

The welding current must not pass through cranes, hoisting engines, chains,
wire rope, or elevator and lift cages.

•

Insulated connectors must be used, allowing disconnection of cable lengths
which are not useful.

•

The welding equipment must be stored in a clean, dry place.

•

The welding cables must be in good condition, in a dry environment and free
of any trace of oil or grease.
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WELDING, BRAZING AND OXYGEN CUTTING
Oxygen
•

The cylinders must be free of all traces of oil and grease.

•

Oxygen must not be used as a substitute for compressed air or used to clean
clothing soiled with oil or grease.

Torches
•

The torches must be approved.

•

The couplings and valves must be sealed.

•

Purge each hose at the beginning of the work day.

•

Use a friction igniter or pilot light. (No matches or lighters).

•

The hoses must not be twisted and must not have any sharp turns.

Hoses and couplings
•

Colour code compliance
- GREEN Æ oxygen
- RED
Æ acetylene, liquefied petroleum gas or hydrogen
- BLACK Æ insert gases, compressed air or water

•

Adhesive tape must not be used on more than 100 mm (4 in) per 300 mm (12
in) of length to attach two parallel hoses. Tape must not be used to repair a
leak.

•

Hoses must not be installed in a heavy machinery passageway.

•

Oxygen and combustible gas couplings are not interchangeable with
respiratory equipment lines.

•

Service pressure must be less than the hose manufacturer’s requirements.

•

Gas non-return valves and flame and gas non-return valves must be used
(DIN or ISO approval). (Preferably, gas non-return values are used on torches
and gas and flame non-return values are used on pressure reducers except if
otherwise indicated by a competent authority).
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Pressure reducers
•

The pressure reducers must be approved.

•

Pressure reducers must be used according to the recommendations (gas and
pressure).

•

The coupling of each pressure reducer and its ring nut must be inspected
before use and must not exhibit any faulty contact which could create gas
leaks.

•

The warning NE PAS UTILISER D’HUILE (DO NOT USE OIL) must appear
on the oxygen gauge.

Gas cylinders
•

An inscription must be affixed to the ogive of the cylinder and include the
number of the DOT or ONT standards and the proving dates.

•

A legible label must indicate the contents of the cylinder.

•

A protective cap must be used for cylinders with a overall weight capacity in
water of over 13 kg (30 pounds).

•

Damaged, rusted or flame-affected cylinders must not be used.

Storage of gas cylinders
•

The cylinders must be stored far away from elevators, stairways,
passageways and bridge cranes and the temperature must never exceed
55oC (130oF).

•

A distance of at least 6 metres (20 feet) must separate the cylinders from any
flammable or combustible liquid or easily flammable material (paper, wood…).

•

The cylinders must be stored upright. The valve must be shut and the
protective cap must be in place.

•

The quantity of cylinders must never exceed the required limits.
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Handling of gas cylinders
•

Cylinders must be handled so that they are not struck by objects or dropped.

•

Cylinders must never be used as rollers.

•

Cylinders must be moved when the valve is shut.

•

Cylinders must not be slid along the floor but must be turned on their base.
Cylinders must never be lifted by the cap.

Use of gas cylinders
•

An appropriate pressure reducer, designed to withstand the pressure
prevailing in the cylinder, must be used.

•

Identify the “VIDES” (EMPTY) cylinders with chalk and store them separately.

•

The manometric pressure of acetylene must not exceed 103 kilopascals (15
lb/in2)

•

Nothing must be deposited on cylinders in use which could impede their
shutoff in case of emergency.

•

Use a chain, a cart or any other mooring device to prevent the cylinders from
falling when they are in service.

•

Cylinders must not be placed in a location where there could be electrical
continuity. (If a metal plate is used as a ground on or under the floor and
connected to the building structure, the cylinder must be located outside the
electrical circuit. If the cylinder is on the metal plate or touches the structure, it
must be insulated from the plate or the structure by installing rubber or wood
under its base and on the surface touching the structure).
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Connection to collectors
•

Combustible gas and oxygen collectors must be approved by the DOT for
service pressure greater than 1725 kilopascals (manometric pressure of 250
lb/in2).

•

Collectors must be used for the gases for which they are approved.

•

The location of the combustible gas collectors must conform to standard
NFPA 51.

•

A single collector must be connected to less than 340 m3 (12,000 ft3) of
oxygen. If more than one collector is placed in the same room, the separation
distance between collectors shall be no less than 15 m (50 ft).

•

If a low-pressure collector is used, then the following notice must be present:
COLLECTEUR BASSE PRESSION. NE PAS RACCORDER DE
BOUTEILLES HAUTE PRESSION. PRESSION MAXIMALE : 1,7 MPa
(250 lb/po2) (PRESSION MANOMÉTRIQUE) (Low-pressure collector. Do not
connect high-pressure cylinders. Maximum pressure: 1.7 MPa (250 lb/in²)
(manometric pressure))

Combustible gas collectors
•

A gas non-return valve must be present on each connection line from the
combustible gas cylinders to the collector.

•

A flame and gas non-return valve must be present on the line between each
acetylene cylinder and the collector coupling.

Portable distributors
•

Portable distributors must not be used indoors, except on a temporary basis.

•

A gas non-return valve must be present on each outlet of the portable
distributor.
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EXOTHERMIC OR ALUMINOTHERMIC WELDING
•

Verify that the equipment conforms to standards.

•

Personnel must be trained adequately for use of this welding process.

•

During ignition, you must avoid looking as the flash to prevent eye injuries.

•

Avoid breathing the concentrated fumes released during welding. They could
cause health problems.

•

Avoid any contact with the hot material (450ºC to 900ºC), or use the gloves
provided for this handling.

•

Notify all persons nearby that you are performing this welding operation.

•

Prevent and clear away all fire risks in the welding operations area.

•

Never smoke in the welding operations area or near welding equipment.

•

The equipment must be stored in a clean, dry place free of any traces of oil or
grease and must not be near a heat source.

Protection of personnel
•

Non-combustible or fire-resistant and non-reflective shields must be used
during arc welding. These shields must not hinder the circulation air at the
floor and ceiling level.

•

Protective glasses with side shields must be worn at all times.

•

A welding helmet or hand shield must be used with an appropriate filter for
the process.

•

Gas welders must wear protective glasses with an adequate filter.

•

Welders must wear a face shield or protective glasses with an adequate filter
for gas brazing.
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PADLOCKING PROCEDURE
The padlocking procedure is established for prevention purposes and to protect any
worker who must perform maintenance or repairs on mechanical, pneumatic or electrical
equipment.

IMPORTANT:
IF THE PADLOCKING SYSTEM IS NOT FUNCTIONING, DO NOT BEGIN THE
WORK.
Before the work:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

The worker identifies the energy supply sources of the equipment concerned.
The worker warns the users of the nature of the worker that will be performed.
The worker cuts off the power supply.
The worker installs his/her personal padlock on each source of supply (power
supply box, inlet or other).
The worker completes the padlocking data sheet (label) which will be affixed
to the padlock.
The person responsible for padlocking completes the company’s padlocking
register.
The person responsible for padlocking must close, drain and insulate the
hazardous material inlet pipes.
If necessary, the residual energy stored in the machine must be disabled (e.g.
batteries, steam, compressed air, springs, hydraulic energy, force of gravity,
force of inertia, etc.)
The worker must ensure that the power source is properly cut off by starting
the equipment.

After the work:
10. The worker must reinstall the machine parts without forgetting to put the
guards back in place and remove his/her tools.
11. The worker must notify the users that the work is completed and that power
will be restored to the equipment.
12. Ensure that no workers are in the work area before the power is restored.
13. The worker removes his/her padlock. The last person to remove his/her
padlock (person responsible for padlocking) must ensure that nobody is at risk
of accident.
14. Restore the power supply to the equipment.
15. Repeat the padlocking method if other adjustments must be made.
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GROUNDING
Static electricity
Static electricity is an accumulation of energy generated by:
• friction between two different materials;
• and by the rapid separation of two different materials.

Examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spraying of material.
Conveyor.
When you rub fabric with your hands.
A solvent leaking in a pipe.
A liquid agitating in a 55-gallon barrel.
Press or draw rolls.

Static accumulates everywhere in industrial environments. It is manifested
by a static spark when a load is transferred between two points which are not
in contact. There is no device allowing its presence to be measured or
verified.
Risks:
Usually, static electricity does not involve any danger. It is too weak or
drains away as soon as it is formed.
It can be dangerous due to three factors:
• No equipment can detect it.
• It accumulates for at least one hour.
• It accumulates at the location where it can be discharged in the form of
static sparks.
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To produce ignition, four (4) conditions must be fulfilled:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sufficient static accumulation.
A sufficient different in potential between the two charges.
A sufficient spark of energy.
The ideal vapour mixture (between LEL and UEL)

Means of prevention
Control of atmospheric relative humidity:
Atmospheric relative humidity can be controlled. This is a relatively
effective means because atmosphere with a high degree of relative humidity
can become very uncomfortable in extreme temperatures for people with
respiratory problems (e.g.: asthma). This principle is applied in a closed
room.
Control of atmospheric ionization
This process does not eliminate static electricity. It controls it. It can be used
because, as in control of relative humidity, workers’ comfort is
compromised. This process can also become incompatible with the material.
There are several ways to apply this principle.

Grounding
A ground is a patch which must conduct the electrical charge to the ground
to prevent any discharge or sparks. A conductor is required for this purpose.
This conductor must have a mechanical strength (stretching and bending) of
5 Watts and a resistance of 1 megaohm.
This last criterion prevents the charge from being transferred too quickly and
thus producing a spark.
Outdoors it is not compulsory for the resistance to be 1
megaohm because the mixture cannot be fairly rich.
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Before beginning any operation, there are three important rules to
follow:
1. Ensure that each connection is properly grounded.
2. Ensure that the contacts are properly established. All contacts must join
at one point. The contact points must also be insulated (dirt, paint).
3. Inspect the cables and the connections to ensure that everything is
correct. The most frequent point is loss of a component (screw, nut).
• Broken (frayed) wires

• Poor grip because of a broken spring

• Poor connection (dirt, paint)

In the case of a plastic barrel, all metal components around the barrel must
be grounded. The barrel must be drained from the bottom at a reduced flow
rate. An electrode must be inserted in the liquid. It is necessary to wait 30
seconds before removing the hose to allow the liquid to drain out.
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If more than one barrel must be grounded in the same location, they must be
connected in series and having only one grounding point.
If a product is incompatible with copper and there is a risk of a spill, a wire
covered with an insulating sheath will be sufficient. The reaction will never
be violent enough to produce an accident, but the quality of the conductor
may be reduced.

Bonding

A bond must be established between the transfer container and the barrel.
The same conditions as for grounding must be met.
It may also be necessary in the case of a pipe separated by a piece of pipe.
With all the processes for control or elimination of static electricity, good
ventilation must also be ensured to prevent the formation of fairly rich
mixtures. Needless to say, adequate training and safe behaviour will always
be good means of preventing accidents.
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1. Dangers
⎜

Electrocution or electrification by contact

⎜

Electrocution or electrification by electric arc

Definition:
a

Electrification:

Accident of electrical origin with non-fatal consequences.

a

Electrocution:

Accident of electrical origin which causes the victim’s death.

2. Three types of voltage: how to know them…?
a High voltage (44,000 to 735,000 volts): Transported in the wires and supported
by towers.
a Medium voltage (14,000 to 25,000 volts): Located at the top of the poles and
not insulated.
a Low voltage (120 to 600 volts): Located under the medium voltage line and
insulated, which does not mean that it is harmless.

Medium voltage zone

Low voltage zone
Telecommunications zone
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3. Minimum approach distances …
a No work must be performed if a component, a load, a piece of machinery or a
person risks approaching within the minimum approach distance of a power
line (Table a):

Table a: Minimum approach distances
Voltage between
phases (volts)

Minimum approach distance
Metres

Feet

Less than 125,000

3

10

125,000 to 250,000

5

17

250,000 to 550,000

8

27

Over 550,000

12

40

4. Preventive measures…
•

Observe the work areas;

•

Mark off the work area;

•

Identify the restrictions;

•

Plan the necessary preventive measures.

If the minimum distances cannot be observed, establish a work agreement with the
provincial or local power company. Copies of this agreement and the work process
must be transmitted to the WCB1.
Work near power lines:
Work procedure
You are an employer or a general contractor and you plan to perform work during which a person, a component, a load
or a piece of machinery risks approaching within the minimum approach distance from a live power line (Safety Code
for the Construction Industry, s. 5.2.2b). In this case you are required to transmit a copy of the work procedure you
will use to the WCB. To help you fulfill this obligation, the WCB makes this form available to you. The work procedure
must accompany the agreement entered into with the power company concerning safety measures.

1

For more information see Safety Code for the Construction Industry, s. 5.2.2.
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4. Preventive measures… (continued)
The safety measures to be taken vary depending
on the situation. Here are some examples:
a Turning off the line;
a Installing insulating sheaths and/or covers;
a Rerouting the current to a temporary line;
a Using fibreglass (non-conductive) scaffolding
sections and protective barriers;
a Installing visual aids (warning signs);
a Marking off a work area, using different work
methods;
a Using limit switches.
Hors tension = deenergized
Sectionneur flottant = floating disconnect
Aides visuelles = visual aids
Mise à la terre = ground
Neutre = neutral
Couvre-conducteur = conductor cover
Échafaudage non conductive = non-conductive scaffolding
Barrière protectrice = Protective barrier
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Ensure that the deployable construction (backhoe, power shovel or crane) is equipped
with a device which has two functions:
Warn the operator or block manœuvres to comply with the prescribed minimum
approach distance;
Block manœuvres in case of failure of the preceding function.
This device must be the object of a declaration written and signed by an engineer,
certifying that it fulfills the intended functions and that it does not damage or destabilize
the equipment when blocking manœuvres.

Note: Any machinery serving to lift loads must bear a warning sign, in a
location visible to the user, bearing the message DANGER – N’APPROCHEZ PAS
DES LIGNES ÉLECTRIQUES (Danger – do not approach power lines) in
characters at least 12 mm in height.

5. In case of emergency…
If motorized equipment comes into contact with a power line, follow this procedure:
a The operator must stay within the cab;
a Other persons must stay far away from electrified members;
a Notify the power company so that the current is cut;
a Only the operator should try to move the machinery away from the line.
If the operator is forced to get out of the cab, these instructions must be followed:
a Do not touch the machinery and the ground simultaneously;
a Jump as far as possible away from the machinery
with your legs together and maintain your balance as
much as possible;
a After jumping, move away, taking very small steps.
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1. Dangers
⎜

Falling from a height.

2. Means of prevention
There are three ways of preventing falls when working above ground.

1) MEANS OF PREVENTION AT THE SOURCE
Plan a maximum number of operations on the ground (e.g.:
Assembly the roof on the ground and/or preassemble complete
storeys, reinforcements, steel frameworks, etc.)

2) COMMON MEANS OF PREVENTION
Install a guardrail at the edge of the void, on open sides
of a floor, roof, platform, scaffolding, stair or ramp,
around an excavation or any area from which a worker
is at risk of falling:
a) into water;
b) a vertical distance of 1.2 metres (4 ft) or more
when the area is being used for wheelbarrows or
other vehicles; or
c) a height greater than 5 metres (15 ft) from the
periphery of roofs and 3 metres (10 ft) in other
cases (S.C. s. 3.8.1).
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2) COMMON MEANS OF PREVENTION (CONTINUED)
Ensure that the guardrail has the following characteristics:
a) If it is made of wood:

;
b) If it is made of metal, be designed, constructed, installed and maintained so as ensure
resistance and safety equal to or greater than required for wooden guardrails;
c) If it is made of wire rope, it must
- be kept rigid by means of a turnbuckle
- be composed of a cable at least 10 mm (0.5 in) in diameter for the toprail and
the intermediate rail
- have posts spaced no more than 3 metres (10 ft) apart
- have a toe-board no less than 90 mm (4 in) high fastened solidly to the inside
of the posts

Lisse supérieure = toprail
Traverse intermédiaire = intermediate rail
Plinthe = toe-board
po = in.
pi = ft.

Provide for a portable guardrail made of steel or wood to prevent falls into
manholes (S.C. s. 10.4.3-2,3).
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2) COMMON MEANS OF PREVENTION (CONTINUED)
Use a safety net when prescribed, i.e.:
a) When the wearing of a safety belt can be harmful or a source of danger to
the worker;
b) When the protection offered by the safety belts and life jackets is not
sufficient because of the nature of the work;
c) When in building a bridge, there are points of anchorage to which such a
net may be fixed and when then is enough room between the points of
anchorage and the closest underlying obstacles to allow safe installation
(S.C. s. 2.10.14-1).

This safety net shall (S.C. s. 2.10.14-2) :

a) be installed so as to allow a free fall of no more than 6 metres (18 ft);
b) have a sufficiently large area to intercept a person who has fallen;
c) be capable of supporting a mass of 115 kg (255 pounds) falling from a maximum height of 6
metres (18 ft) with a safety factor of 3;
d) be sufficiently flexible to form a pocket and retain any person who has fallen;
e) be weather resistant;
f)

be free of all foreign matter; and

g) have openings of about 150 mm x 150 mm (6 in x 6 in)

3) INDIVIDUAL MEANS OF PREVENTION
Provide for wearing of a safety harness to protect any worker who is exposed to
a fall from a height of more than 3 metres (10 ft) from his/her work position or
if the worker risks falling:
a) into a liquid or a dangerous substance;
b) onto a moving part;
c) onto equipment or materials presenting a danger;
d) from a height of 1.2 metres or more when the worker is using a
wheelbarrow or a vehicle.
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The safety harness must conform to the standard “Full Body Harnesses” CAN/CSAZ259.10-M90 and be used with one of the following systems:
a) a self retracting lanyard including an energy absorber, the fastening point of
which must be anchored to an element with a breaking strength of at least 18 KN
(4046 pounds force); or

b) a shock absorbing lanyard not allowing a free fall of more than 1.2 metres (4 ft)
connected to a fastening point which must be anchored to an element with a
breaking strength of at least 18 KN; or

c) a lanyard attached to a rope grab in accordance with the standard “Fall Arresting
Devices, Personal Lowering Devices and Life Lines” CSA-Z259.2-M1979 , fastened
to a vertical life line or anchored to an element with a breaking strength of at least
18 KN; or

d) a lanyard attached to horizontal life line and anchoring system designed by an
engineer, as attested to by a plan or a certificate available on the construction site;
or

e) a lanyard attached to a horizontal life line in accordance with the following
standards:
Steel cable used as a life line
•

This life line shall be a steel cable of a minimum diameter of 12 mm (½ in) slackened to
a minimum angle of 1 vertical to 12 horizontal, or 5o from horizontal;

•

The span of the life line between the anchors shall not exceed 12 m;

•

The life line shall be fastened to anchors having a breaking strength of at least 90 KN;

•

The life line shall not be used by more than 2 workers at a time (S.C. s. 2.10.12).

Only provide for wearing of a safety belt when this is used to limit the worker’s
movement or to maintain the worker in his/her work position. The safety belt
must conform to the standard for “Safety Belts and Lanyards” CAN/CSA-Z 259.195. It shall not be used as individual protective equipment to stop a worker’s fall.
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3. Types of safety harnesses
There are 5 groups of safety harnesses. It is important to select the type of
safety harness appropriate to the work to be performed.
Fall arresting (type A): Designed to support the body during and after
interruption of a fall. This is the basic model and includes a fall
arresting ring in the back.

Fall arresting and seat (type AD): Designed for
controlled descent from a certain height. It includes D-rings
fastened to the front or the sides, but they must not be
fastened to the waist.

Fall arresting and recovery (type AE): Designed to be used by
workers entering or leaving a confined space. It includes a sliding Dring on each shoulder.

Fall
(type
(rope
rings

arresting and descent/suspension
AL): Designed to be used with a fall arresting device
grab) mounted on a ladder. It includes one or two Dfastened to the front.

Fall arresting and work positioning (type
AP): designed to maintain the user in position during a specific job.
It includes D-rings fastened to the waist.
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Every year, many accidents occur with hoisting apparatus, resulting in lost time. Nearly half the
accident victims are injured in the torso after being hit or caught by the load. The lower limbs are
also frequently injured in these accidents.
The most frequent causes of severe and fatal accidents involving the use of hoisting apparatus
are:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

overloading of slings and hoisting apparatus;
hoisting apparatus that is inappropriate, misused or in poor condition;
uncontrolled load movements;
the presence of workers under or on the load;
the proximity of workers during the manœuvres.

Obligations of the employer
Concerning hoisting apparatus, the employer, in particular, must:
¾ ensure that the premises are equipped and laid out to protect the worker;
¾ ensure that the work organization and work methods are safe;
¾ provide the appropriate information, training, coaching and supervision.
Moreover, the Regulation respecting industrial and commercial establishments (S-2.1,r.9)
stipulates that:
¾ hoisting apparatus must be solidly constructed, have the desired resistance and be kept in
good condition;
¾ the maximum load must appear on all hoisting apparatus in a place where it can be read
without difficulty;
¾ motorized hoisting apparatus must be equipped with warning devices and hoisting brakes
designed to stop a load one-and-a-half times the maximum load;
¾ hoisting apparatus must not be loaded beyond the maximum load and not be subjected to
sudden movements.
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Responsibilities of the supervisor
The supervisor assumes the responsibilities arising from the employer’s legal obligations. For this
purpose, in particular, he/she must:
¾ ensure that the hoisting apparatus is equipped with its safety devices and maintained in good
working order;
¾ ensure that each member of his/her team is familiar with the risks related to hoisting apparatus
and the safety rules;
¾ enforce the safety rules and the established work methods;
¾ assign mechanical maintenance activities to personnel who possess the required skills;
¾ encourage workers to inspect the hoisting apparatus and accessories and to report any
anomalies;
¾ take action promptly on any anomaly detected by the workers.
Responsibilities of the operator
The operator must take the necessary measures to protect his/her safety and that of others. In
particular, he/she must:
¾ know and observe the proper work methods and the safety rules;
¾ request assistance from his/her immediate supervisor in case of doubt;
¾ perform a visual inspection of the hoisting apparatus and the accessories and report any
anomaly to his/her immediate supervisor;
¾ use the appropriate accessories and types of fasteners, and control the load movements;
¾ refrain from using a defective hoisting apparatus which presents a danger to his/her safety or
to the safety of others.
Responsibilities of the Maintenance Department
The Maintenance Department must ensure that the hoisting equipment and accessories are kept in
good condition. In particular, it must:
¾ inspect, maintain and repair the mechanical, electrical and hydraulic components of the
hoisting equipment;
¾ schedule preventive maintenance work according to the frequency of use and conditions of
use of the apparatus;
¾ ensure sustained cooperation with the supervisors and the workers.
To summarize, effective prevention requires that efforts be combined within the Company to
eliminate or control accident risks. Everyone must be mobilized for a common goal: 0 accidents.
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INSPECTION OF HOISTING APPARATUS
Inspection of hoisting apparatus is essential to accident prevention. It also contributes to
maintaining equipment in good condition, reducing production losses and lowering maintenance or
repair costs.
The mechanical, electrical and hydraulic components of the hoisting apparatus must be inspected,
maintained and repaired by competent personnel, i.e. by mechanics and electricians.
Since the operators use the hoisting apparatus daily, they can detect anomalies in operation fairly
easily. It is very important that they report them so that the situation can be corrected. This is a
good supplement to the periodic inspections performed by the mechanics and electricians.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OPERATOR FOR INSPECTION
It is up to each company to define the responsibilities of the operators for inspection, especially
when the hoisting apparatus is used on more than one shift. A visual inspection is recommended
before any use of hoisting apparatus, even if it is used occasionally.
If this apparatus is used on a permanent basis, the inspection must be performed at least once a
week. For this purpose, the operator must, in particular:
•
•
•

perform a visual inspection of the equipment and its accessories;
perform certain technical tests at the beginning of his/her shift;
record his/her observations on an inspection form, give it to his/her supervisor and report any
anomaly.

The points to be inspected by the operator vary depending on whether the apparatus is a bridge
crane controlled from ground controls, or a control cab, or a hoist. In the following pages, we will
see the points to be inspected for each type of hoisting apparatus.
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The main points to be checked in the technical tests on a bridge crane are:
the audible warning device;
the emergency stop button, cutting all power;
the bridge crane movements (translation, direction, hoisting, orientation) ;
the bridge crane brakes;
the winch brakes, allowing the load to be retained;
the hoisting limit switch, a safety device limiting the hoisting height;
the ground limit switch, a safety device preventing the hoisting cable from unwinding on the
ground;
¾ unusual noises or signs of wear, such as grinding of the wheels or gears, excessive vibrations,
bumpy ride, etc.

¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

During the technical tests, the operator must:
¾
¾
¾
¾

be positioned in a safe free space;
work at reduced speed;
constantly monitor the movement of the hook when checking the limit switches;
maintain a stopping distance in case of a defect.

The main points to be checked in the technical tests on a hoist are:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

the emergency stop button;
the audible warning device;
the hoist movements;
the hoist brakes;
the hoisting limit switch;
unusual noise: grinding, excessive vibration, etc.;
jolting on the rail;
the trolley’s resistance on the rail during movement under manual control, which can result in
injuries to the upper limbs.
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HOOKING ACCESSORIES
The hoisting apparatus and the slings are equipped with hooking accessories which allow hooking
and unhooking of the load. There are several types of accessories. Those most frequently
encountered are:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

hooks;
clamps;
spreader beam or bar;
shackles;
suction cups;
magnets.

MANOEUVRRES
The manœuvres performed with the hoisting apparatus are not improvised. The operator must
account for various factors when planning them, including:
¾ the characteristics of the load (centre of gravity, weight of the load, etc.);
¾ the appropriate type of fastener (way of fastening the load);
¾ the effects of the slinging angle (angle formed by the sling and the load).
LOAD CHARACTERISTICS
Every load has its own characteristics, such as:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

shape;
volume;
fragility;
level of finish;
contact surfaces;
hooking points;
weight;
centre of gravity.
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A load’s characteristics play a determining role in the selection of hoisting apparatus, slings, type of
fastener, hooking accessories and the route to take. The operator must therefore assess all the
features of the load before beginning rigging manœuvres.
Although these characteristics are all important, we want to pay special attention to two of them:
the weight of the load and its centre of gravity.
Weight of the load
It is important to know the weight of the load in order to account for the capacity of the hoisting
apparatus and select appropriate accessories.
This weight may be indicated on the bill of lading provided by the carrier or estimated from the
manufacturing drawing. If it is impossible for the operator to estimate the weight of the load to be
handled, he/she must ask the supervisor’s opinion.
Whenever the weight of a load must be estimated, it is more prudent to overestimate it. This
reduces the risks of overloading the apparatus and the accessories.
Centre of gravity
A load’s centre of gravity is its point of equilibrium. Every load should be fastened so that its centre
of gravity is under the hoisting hook. In most regular shapes, the centre of gravity corresponds to
the middle of the load. However, in the case of an irregularly shaped load or a load composed of
different materials, the centre of gravity probably will not be located at the centre of the load.
To hoist an irregularly shaped load, it is essential to estimate the point where the centre of gravity
is found and position the hoisting hook just above this point. Each branch of the sling must be
strong enough to support the entire weight of the load in case it slips. To prevent the load from
slipping or tipping, the fastening points must be located higher than the centre of gravity.
When the load is fastened on the basis of a probable centre of gravity, it must be raised slightly to
verify its stability. If it moves or leans more than 5°, it must be returned to the ground to adjust the
fastener. It is likely that one or more branches of the sling must be lengthened or shorted by means
of the accessories provided for this purpose.
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THE SAFETY FACTOR
The safety factor is the additional precautionary margin related to the equipment or accessories
used. This factor is expressed as a number that varies according to the severity of the danger
incurred or the extent of the injuries or damage which could occur if a defect arises.
The safety factor must be applied to every hoisting apparatus and its accessories.
The maximum sling loads are calculated according to a safety factor which accounts for normal
conditions of use. The safety usually established at 4 for chain slings and 5 for other types of slings
(metal and synthetic). A safety factor of 4 means that a new sling, during laboratory tests, can
support four times the weight indicated on the identification plate. However, the safety factor is not
equivalent to additional sling capacity, because it accounts for undetectable sling wear, additional
stresses imposed by load movements, load weight inaccuracies and other technical factors.
N.B.

Never hoist loads that exceed the maximum safe load calculated by the manufacturer,
because even a minimal overload can cause deterioration of the sling or any other
accessory.

RULES FOR SAFE OPERATION OF HOISTING APPARATUS
Before hoisting a load
1. Inspect the hoisting apparatus.
2. Ensure that the area reserved for hoisting, moving and depositing loads does not present any
danger (clutter or slippery ground, obstacles, insufficient overhead clearance, etc.).
3. Verify the weight of the loads that will be hoisted and determine the most appropriate hoisting
apparatus for hoisting and moving the loads.
4. Ensure that the weight of a load added to the hoisting equipment used does not exceed the
maximum safe weight of the hoisting apparatus. If the weight is unknown or if there is any
doubt, call the immediate supervisor.
5. Position the cable of the bridge crane or the hoist directly above the load so as not to damage
the cable or the hoisting apparatus by oblique traction. Avoid lateral hoisting.
During hoisting
6. Stay away from the load and ensure that nobody stands near the load before activating the
control box. Say out of the falling trajectory of the load.
7. Gradually stretch the slings to eliminate slackness and prevent whiplash due to excessively
sudden tension.
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8. Hoist the load slowly to ensure that it is balanced. When the load is unbalanced, lower it to the
ground and correct the fastening technique. When there is load resistance during hoisting, to
not insist. Lower the load and release the load from the obstacle that is holding it to the ground.
When moving loads
9. Position yourself to follow the hoisting apparatus rather than preceding it.
10. Anticipate the load movements and reduce speed by means of the various controls to stabilize
the loads. Avoid sudden starts and stops, because they increase the risks that the load will
sway. If swaying occurs, stop the apparatus and activate it in the direction of the swaying.
11. Do not "piano" or jog the controls. This overheats the engine and causes premature brake
wear. Also, the jolts risk causing an overload and damaging the equipment and accessories.
12. If you have to touch the load to control its movement, place your hand flat on top of the load or
at the end of the load to avoid catching your fingers or your hand.
13. Never use hoisting equipment to pull loads or straighten metal parts.
14. When moving the load, simultaneously monitor the load and the route it will take to warn
workers located within the load trajectory and keep them away. Do not move the loads or
rigging equipment above people. Also check that there is enough space to avoid hitting an
obstacle.
15. If you have to be absent while a load is being moved, lower the load to the ground because
you must never leave a load hanging without supervision.
16. When there is a power failure while hoisting equipment is in use, protect the area located
under the load by placing markers to prevent people from circulating there.
17. Dock the bridge crane at reduced speed near the bumpers and neighbouring bridge cranes to
prevent the trolley from derailing. Some bridge cranes are not equipped with a limit switch
which cuts the trolley motor at the end of the rails. So carefully monitor the movement of the
trolley near the rail ends to avoid a sudden collision with the bumpers that could damage or
derail the trolley.
18. To deposit the load at the desired location, raise the load so that it is at a higher level that the
objective. Ensure that there is enough overhead clearance to deposit the load.
19. Do not cause a load to sway to deposit it in a place inaccessible to the hoisting apparatus.
Notify the supervisor of the problems caused by the inaccessibility of certain work areas to the
hoisting apparatus.
20. Deposit the load on shims in good condition and remove the slings, taking care not to damage
them.
21. Stabilize and align the stacks. Avoid placing materials of different dimensions in the same
stack. If this is impossible, place the small loads on top of the stack. Limit the height of the
stacks and observe the companies’ rules for storage of materials.
22. Stack the packages by first depositing a package in the middle, and then on the sides. To
unstack the packages, start with the sides to prevent the material from falling.
23. At the end of the shift, return the bridge crane to the prescribed area and shut it off.
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Safety instructions
•

Regularly inspect your slings and hoisting accessories.

•

Always dry the slings before use.

•

Watch out for frozen slings – the loads slip.

•

For wire rope slings: destroy in case of permanent deformation, crushing
corrosion, broken cables near sleeves (rings), stretching, shrinking or burning.

•

For cable grips and sleeves (rings): destroy in case of deformation or corrosion.

•

For synthetic fibre slings: destroy in case of fraying, crumbling, tearing, wear of
loops or discoloration.

•

For chain slings: check for stretching and check that there is no corrosion,
deformation or the links or cracking. Have these slings inspected periodically by the
manufacturers and immediately after sudden tension. Never perform the repair
yourself

•

For hooks and shackles: never use in case of corrosion, wear, cracking,
deformation or absence of symmetry. The hooks must be equipped with a safety
catch in good condition. The shackles are to be thrown out if there is more than 10%
wear. Never replace the shackle pin with a bolt.
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Safe practices
Before the beginning of the work:
-

Plan the hoisting work.
Located the power lines and ensure compliance with the minimum approach distance.
Mark off the material loading and unloading area.
Ensure that the route that will be followed by the loads does not contain any hazards.
Provide for the addition of signal persons if the entire route cannot be monitored while
moving loads.
Ensure that the slinging equipment is in good condition and that it is appropriate to the
loads that will be hoisted.
Obtain information on the actual weight of the loads to be hoisted.
Do not hoist loads of a weight in excess of the maximum loads prescribed by the
manufacturers.

During the manœuvres:
-

Maintain slinging angles of 45 degrees or more.
Don’t forget to inspect the angle formed by the choked part of a choke hitch.
Protect the slings from the sharp edges of the loads.
Inspect the strength of the fasteners and ensure that no part of the load is at risk of
falling during hoisting.
Ensure that the load is balanced.
Prohibit access to the hoisting area both for workers and for the public.
Stay far away from the load during hoisting.
Use appropriate means of communication or standard hand signals.
Lower an improperly balanced load and correct the fastening technique.
Ensure that the load is hoisted vertically.
Ensure that the loads are not transported over people.
Use guide cables to position a load.
Inspect the slings and the accessories immediately after any critical incident (sudden
tension, load movement, sling off centre).

After the manœuvres:
-

Store the equipment adequately, protected from bad weather, and suspend the slings.
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1. Dangers
The main risks encountered during work in confined spaces are:
⎜

Entombment caused by accidental filling;

⎜

Electrification or electrocution caused by
ungrounded equipment;

⎜

Falls due to poor maintenance of the premises
or difficult access;

⎜

Explosion caused by the accumulation of
flammable gases or vapours;

⎜

Asphyxiation or poisoning caused by the
presence of gas, vapours or dust;

⎜

Biological risks (bacteria, viruses, parasites,
moulds and fungi in the sewers and pumping
stations.)
Definition of a confined space: Space
which is not designed to be occupied by a
human being, particularly a tank, silo,
vat, caisson, shoring pile, stack or
manhole. (S.C., s. 1.1.17.1)

N.B.: Work in a confined space is defined as a
high risk construction site (S.C. s. 1.1.8(m)). Consequently, the contractor’s work
procedure and Prevention Program must be transmitted to the WCB before work begins
(A.O.H.S. s. 200)
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Trépied et treuil = tripod and winch
Ligne de vie avec antichute = life line with fall arrester
Détecteur multigaz en mode alarme et lecture continue = multi-gas detector in alarm
mode and continuous reading
Équipements cadenassés = padlocked equipment
Surveillant toujours sur place = supervisor always on site
Moyen de communication = means of communication
Ventilateur en fonction tant que le travailleur est à l’intérieur = fan operating as long as
the worker is inside
Harnais de sécurité et ligne de vie en tout temps = safety harness and life line at all times
Moyen de communication = means of communication
Conduits obstrués = blocked conduits
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CONFINED SPACE / WORK ORGANIZATION
CONFINED SPACE RISK ASSESSMENT DATA SHEET
Identification of the confined space:
1.

Entrances and exits

Location of the confined space:
Is it compulsory to enter?

Alternatives:

At what frequency?
Dimensions of accesses:

Interior dimensions:

Number and location of accesses:
Equipment required for evacuation:
Fall arresting equipment required:
Number of divisions:
What are the dimensions?
Signage required:
Have all measures been taken to prohibit unauthorized persons from entering?
Does the design of the enclosed space present special risks (sketch on the back, if necessary):
a)

for the workers?

b) for rescue?
2.

Padlocking of equipment and blocking of conduits

Identification of the equipment

Type of energy

Items to be padlocked or blocked

1.
2.
3.
All energy (electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, chemical, thermal, pneumatic, radioactive,
potential or residual) must be eliminated, insulated or dissipated so as not to endanger the
health, safety or physical well-being of the workers.
3.

Assessment of the atmosphere

Contents of the confined space (check the WHMIS material safety data sheet):
Atmosphere

Flammable or combustible < 10%

Oxygen < 19.5%

Dust

Irritative

Oxygen > 23%

Toxic gas

Specific contaminants to detect:
Must the confined space be drained?

Must the confined space be cleaned?

Must the confined space be purged?
General ventilation required
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What is the natural ventilation flow?
Dilution ventilation flow required:
Number, type, capacity and position of the fans required:
4.

Work to be performed

Chemicals used (check the WHMIS material safety data sheet)
1.
2.
3.
Equipment and tools used
1.
2.
3.
If hot work, continuous detection compulsory.
Local ventilation
Exhaust ventilation flow required:
Number, type, capacity and position of fans:
5.

Other risks assessed in the confined space

Mechanical risks
Fall

Biological risks

Drowning

Projections

Noise

Free-flowing material

Equipment

Other

Sewage

Sediments

Bioaerosols

Dust

Moulds

Rodents

Special personal protection required:
Respiratory protection required:

Type of respirator:

Signature of the responsible qualified person:
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2. Planning the work…
Before the beginning of the work in a confined space, the employer identifies in writing:
a) The tools necessary to perform the work
(explosion-proof tools, harness, tripod, gas
detectors, individual protective equipment,
etc.);

The employer must install a sufficient
ventilation system so that the concentrations
of contaminants are respected in and in the
vicinity of the confined space.

b) The tasks which must be performed
(installation, repair, maintenance or moving
of conduits, etc.)
c) The pipes and conduits penetrating the
confined space and the substances conveyed;
d) The substances or contaminants it is possible
to find in the vicinity of the confined space;
e) The risks and the measures to be taken to
perform the work safely;

An entry permit is required before entering
a confined space. It includes a checklist of
the steps to follow so that the work is
performed in total safety. The entry permit is
only valid for a specific space and a given
period and is not applied to all workplaces or
job sites.

f) The appropriate rescue means and equipment
and the measures to be taken in case of
emergency.
N.B.: This information must be available in the workplace.

When the work environment is unhealthy or the situation endangers a person’s life or safety,
the employer must see that the emergency measures identified before the work begins are
implemented.
The employer may allow a worker to enter the confined space if the worker has received
special training for the circumstances and is informed of the risk to which he/she is exposed,
despite the presence of contaminants.
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3. Performance of the work …
1. Before entering a confined space1, ventilate it thoroughly for at least one hour.
2. The employer must ensure that the concentration readings are:
-

Taken before entering and at least every two hours at the locations presenting the greatest
risk, by a person trained for this purpose;

-

Recorded in a register in the workplace, except if the readings are taken by means of a
continuous reading instrument equipped with an alarm which is activated when the air
quality contravenes the above-mentioned requirements.
Concentration readings – Employer’s obligation
The employer must take concentration readings of the contaminants it is possible to find
in or in the vicinity of the confined space. The employer must ensure that no worker,
even wearing respiratory protection equipment, enters a space which contains or is likely
to contain:
-

A quantity of oxygen less than 19.5% or greater than 23%;

-

A quantity of flammable gas or vapour (CH4, H2S) in a concentration greater than
25% of the lower explosive limit1;

-

Airborne contaminants in a concentration greater than the prescribed limit values2 . Any other
contaminant in concentrations likely to alter the workers’ health in any way.

3. Access to the confined space prohibited: The employer must ensure that measures are taken
to prevent a worker not assigned to work in a confined space from entering it.

“Where a workman works alone in an isolated location where it is impossible for him to call
for help, the employer must provide an efficient intermittent or continuous watch.” (S.C. s.
3.22.1)
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1. Dangers
 Entombment;
 Injury due to falling materials;
 Falling from a height or slipping due to the sometimes wet surface at the bottom of the
trench or excavation;
 Crushing by moving or load handling machinery;
 Electrocution or electrification in the presence of power lines;
 Exposure to gases or burns in the case of accidental breach of underground pipes.

2. Condition and nature of the soil
Shoring must be done during excavation except if one of the following conditions is
observed:
•

The trench or excavation is dug out of solid rock (which must be blasted); or

•

No worker is required to descend into the trench or excavation; or

•

The banks of the trench or excavation conform to the following criteria:

- They do not present a risk of collapsing (see Table 1);
- Their slope is less than 45o starting from less than 1.2 m (4 ft) from the bottom (see
Table 2)
Table 1

Nature of the
ground
Solid rock
Tender rock
Clay – sand
Clay
Gravel
Sand
Silt
Peat

Angle of rest (degrees)

Dry
ground

Wet ground

90°
55°
45°
45°
35°
30°
25°
20°

N.A.
55°
30°
20°
30°
20°
10°
10°

Slope of banks (2)

1,2 m (4 pi) = 1.2 m (4 ft)
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In all other cases, the banks of the trench or excavation must be shored, unless they
present no risk of collapsing and where an engineer attests that it is not necessary to
shore up the banks given the slope, nature and stability of the ground (S.C. s. 3.15.3-1).

3. Types of shoring

Wood

Sheetpiling
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Prefabricated
trench box

With jack
system
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4. Shoring rules1
⎜

Ensure that the shoring is solid and conforms to an engineer’s plans and
specifications;

⎜

Shore the excavation as the work progresses, from the top of the trench to the
bottom;

⎜

Extend the shoring 30 cm outside of the trench to prevent material from falling;

⎜

Use healthy wood, free of cracks;

⎜

Use joining parts if the ground exhibits little or no cohesion;

⎜

Use jacks when possible to strengthen the shoring.

5. Safety instructions
♦ Deposit the materials 1.2 m (4 ft) or more from the top of the banks
and have vehicles or machinery drive or park at least 3 m (10 ft)
from the edge of the banks (S.C. s. 3.15,3 – 5 a) and b)).
pi = ft
♦ Place ladders at intervals of 15 linear m (50 ft) or fractions of 15 m
(50 ft). You must also ensure that the ladders constantly follow the
progress of the work. The ladders shall rest on the bottom of the
trench and extend at least 1 m (3 ft) above the ground (S.C. s.
3.15.4).

♦ Keep any trench or excavation reasonably clear of water (S.C. s.
3.15.6).

1

Prefabricated shoring may be used.
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♦ Post an experienced person at ground level so that he/she may detect
faults or any other source of danger when workers are in a trench –
(supervision of the work – S.C. s. 3.15.4).

♦ Set up barricades or barriers at least 900 mm (3 ft) high around
the edge of any trench or excavation more than 3 m (10 ft) deep
or which might constitute a hazard to workers or the public (S.C.
s. 3.15.5).

♦ Separate any sidewalk and any other public way used by pedestrians and skirting a
construction site by a fence or a wall at least 1.8 m (6 ft) high, if the sidewalk or the
public way is less than 2.1 m (7 ft) from the site and should there be any danger to the
pedestrians (S.C. s. 2.7.1).
♦ Prepare a work method in writing indicating that no worker may be located under the
boom, arm, load arm or bucket of the machine or under the load of a hydraulic shovel,
backhoe loader or loader for lifting purposes to perform water, sewer or culvert works.
These measures are unnecessary if the lifting jacks of the machine boom are equipped
with a load lowering control device (check valve) (S.C. s. 3.10.3.3).
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6. Special instructions2
♦ Observe
the
minimum
approach Tableau a : Distances d’approche minimale
Tension entre phases (volts)
Distance d’approche minimale
distances from overhead power lines
Mètres
Pieds
(see Table) unless the power line is
turned
off
or
the
extensible
Moins de 125 000
3
10
construction equipment is equipped
125 000 à 250 000
5
17
with a limit switch (S.C. s. 5.2.2).
250 000 à 550 000
8
27
Otherwise, contact the provincial or
Plus de 550 000
12
40
local power company to prepare a work
agreement and establish a work procedure to perform the work safely.
Table a: Minimum approach distances
Voltage between phases

Minimum approach distance

(volts)

Metres

Feet

Less than 125,000

3

10

125,000 to 250,000

5

17

250,000 to 550,000

8

27

Over 550,000

12

40

♦ Ensure that the owner or lessee of any piece of machinery used to lift a load and
capable of vertical, lateral or rotational movement, posts on such machinery, in a
conspicuous place so as to be seen by the operator, a warning sign reading: DANGER –
N’APPROCHEZ PAS DES LIGNES ÉLECTRIQUES (Danger – do not approach power
lines) in characters at least 12 mm in height (S.C. s. 5.3.1).
No worker under 18 years of age is allowed to work in excavations or trenches (S.C.
s. 3.15.10)

2

Reference: Les tranchées et les excavations, Guide de prévention, ASP Construction, 1991 (Trenches and
Excavations, Prevention Guide)
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Provisions concerning construction and crane equipment
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

It is forbidden to use cranes or crane components which are not manufactured, rigged or
commissioned under conditions that ensure the health and safety of workers.
It is forbidden to use machine guards and protective devices, equipment or products which
are not of such nature as to protect the workers effectively against all kinds of hazards to
which they are exposed.
All the parts of the machines, such as catwalks, ladders, moving parts, hot parts, etc. which
can result in harm to workers must be surrounded with the appropriate protective shells or
equipped with solid guardrails.
Every crane must have emergency stop devices, easily detectable and accessible, in
carefully chosen locations, allowing the crane to be stopped instantly in case of emergency
(e.g. "STOP" button stopping any movement).
The start and stop devices (such as switches, levers, push buttons, foot controls or knee
controls) must be designed, manufactured and installed so that:
- they can be controlled easily and in complete safety;
- the crane cannot be started unintentionally;
- every crane movement stops as soon as the crane operator is no longer able to control the
crane (deadman controls).
Appropriate measures are to be taken so that cranes cannot be started or restored to
operation inopportunely.
Every crane which allows access to the boom end must be equipped with a life line in the
absence of a bucket trolley.
Every crane rigged in a location exposed to violent winds and, in all cases, any crane with
more than 25 metres of height under the boom must be equipped with an anemometer.
Every crane must have signs installed on the crane boom indicating the allowable loads
based on the working deflection.
Every single hoisting hook must be equipped with a safety device against accidental
snagging of a load.
Every new hoisting hook must be accompanied by a certificate of compliance issued by the
hook’s manufacturer. This certificate must bear an identification number which must also be
found on the hook.

Operation
•
•
•
•

Cranes must be installed so that their work area can be suitably lit at night.
The approaches to the cranes and the passageways must not be cluttered with material.
Maintenance operations such as cleaning, oiling and lubrication are prohibited on cranes with
apparatus in operation.
Adjustment operations on apparatus in operation must be performed with the necessary
prudence and precautions.
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The operator must inform the workers appropriately of the dangers that may occur when
rigging cranes and those resulting from driving and using cranes, as well as the precautions
to take.
The workers must receive instructions not to remove or modify the protective devices.
The various crane components are to be maintained in perfect maintenance and safety
conditions at all times. All defects and anomalies observed must be remedied promptly.
Any person who does not have the required professional qualifications and who is not
certified is forbidden to perform overhaul work or make modifications to the cranes.
Qualified and experienced personnel must perform regular maintenance of the cranes
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The operator is responsible either to ensure that
the persons concerned have acquired the necessary aptitudes, or to implement the
instruction, training and continuing education required.
Maintenance must be performed according to the crane manufacturer’s instructions and in
strict compliance with the occupational safety rules. The layouts, equipment and safety
measures must be provided accordingly.
During setup, maintenance or repair of cranes, all effective measures must be taken to
protect the workers against any risk of accident or any harm to their health.
The personnel responsible for performing work on the cranes must be instructed in the
precautions to be taken to avoid dangers and must have the safety material and equipment
necessary for their own protection and for the performance of the work.
The hoisting accessories, such as the cables, metal or synthetic slings, handling chains and
similar devices for mooring, lifting and transport of loads must be of good quality and
prescribed for the loads to be handled.
Visibility of the crane’s field of action from the crane control cab must be guaranteed at all
times.
No area that is not part of the job site must be swept by the crane when it is transporting
loads and when it has not been assured that this area is clear of all persons.
Handling of large-surface objects must be stopped when the wind speed exceeds the speed
determined by the crane manufacturer (taking into account the crane’s configuration) but in
all cases before the wind speed exceeds 60 km/h.
All work by crane must be stopped when the wind speed exceeds the speed determined by
the crane manufacturer (taking into account the crane’s configuration) but in all cases before
the wind speed exceeds 72 km/h. The crane operator must leave the crane in such a case.
Whenever the crane operator leaves the crane, the boom must be put into weathervane
operation.
Any ballasting of the hook when the crane is in weathervane operation must be done by
using the appropriate pigs. Ballasting by any other material is prohibited.
The cranes, their components and all their related and attached equipment are to be
removed from use as long as they exhibit defects which can endanger the health and safety
of the workers and persons found in the vicinity of the job sites.
Cranes which have suffered severe damage or which have been the cause of a serious
accident or incident may only be restored to service after acceptance by a control agency and
written authorization by Labour and Mines Inspection.
It is forbidden to lift loads heavier than those prescribed by the crane manufacturer for the
span of the work.
It is forbidden to transport people on a crane.
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Protection of workers
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Workers suffering from attacks of epilepsy, cramps, fainting, convulsions or vertigo, and
persons suffering from any other apparent infirmity or disease may not be employed as crane
operators and as crane riggers.
Hitchers must not suffer from any disease preventing them from performing their duties
without endangering their safety and that of other workers on the job site.
Crane operators and crane riggers must undergo a medical checkup before they begin their
job, establishing their fitness to perform these tasks. This medical checkup must be followed
up every twelve months. The physician in charge of these medical checkups will record the
results in a file kept in his/her care. The medical supervision prescribed above must normally
be assured during working hours and must not result in any expenses or loss of wages for
the workers.
The operator must make individual protective equipment available to the workers (protective
clothing, helmets, glasses, safety harness, gloves, protective footwear, etc.).
When necessary, workers are obliged to wear the protective clothing and equipment made
available to them.
The workers must make proper use of all the protective or safety devices and all the other
means intended to ensure their protection and that of other people.
Personnel must wear properly adjusted clothing that is not loose-fitting.
The operator, specifically the crane rigging contractor, must ensure the necessary
supervision so that the crane operators, crane riggers and hitchers perform their work under
the best possible safety, health, hygiene and ergonomic conditions.
The owners, the operators and the crane rigging contractors are each required, for the
matters that concern them, to ensure appropriate and sufficient specific training and
continuing education for crane operators, riggers and hitchers, particularly regarding the
operation, driving and rigging of the cranes and the handling of material. The training must
also focus on: the use of protective equipment, equipment maintenance and control,
individual protective equipment, accident prevention, behaviour in case of emergency,
hygiene and first aid.
The crane operators must also be well instructed in their duties. They must be able to
perform the basic and common monitoring, maintenance and troubleshooting work.
The workers must learn and comply with all the safety instructions concerning their work. The
job site manager must ensure that the workers know and properly understand the
instructions.
Only workers duly trained and authorized by the operator may take part in hazardous work
operations.
Workers performing above-ground rigging, maintenance or repair work alone on the cranes
must be accompanied by another person capable of assisting or obtaining assistance for
them in case of need.

Cranes with fields of action that interfere with an obstacle
•

The operator is required to establish written instructions to avoid any collision between the
fixed and mobile parts of the cranes involved and with fixed obstacles (high voltage lines,
trees, buildings, etc.).
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•

•

After these instructions are established, it must be possible for the crane operator to
manœuvre the crane with the required precautions in the hazardous area, while activating a
special button or a special pedal. A warning sound must be heard in the control cab or an
optical warning signal must catch the crane operator’s attention as long as the crane remains
in the hazardous area.
It is recommended to provide the crane operators with cranes whose fields of action interact
with radio equipment, so that they can communicate verbally with each other.
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Main associated risks
-

truck upset
electrocution by contact with power cables
workers falling or slipping
being hit or trapped by moving loads
collision with workers

The crane truck must be selected on the basis of:
-

the safety of the workers
the materials to be transported and handled
the useful load
the necessary manœuvres
the work area
the maximum lifting height and radius

For protection of individuals:
-

the floors and steps must have a non-slip surface
the vehicle must be equipped with an automatic horn (backup alarm)
a portable extinguisher in good condition must be fastened and easily accessible in
the cab
the seats must be equipped with seatbelts
the operator must wear a protective helmet, protective footwear and clothing
covering the torso and back at all times
the operator must wear properly adjusted clothing
according to the employer’s requirements, the worker must wear protective glasses,
hearing protectors and any other protective equipment

Legislation
-

only trained and authorized persons may operate truck cranes
a worker must be at least 18 years of age to operate a truck crane
the truck crane operator must hold a permit required to drive on public roads in
accordance with the Highway Code or a document attesting to his/her ability to
operate this vehicle off the public road.
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Maintenance of the workplace and work area
-

the traffic lanes and means of access must remain clear
storage of materials and equipment must never represent a danger to the health or
safety of any individual
vehicle traffic must be controlled
ensure that the locations provided for setting up and manoeuvring the crane truck
offer a firm and level surface
the work area must be free of trenches or ditches, steep slopes, holes or bumps,
debris or obstacles on the ground or obstacles above ground
ensure that nobody performs work which involves a risk of approaching within the
minimum distance from a power line

Safety instructions
-

the cab of the vehicle and the controls must be clean and there must be no object
that risks hindering the operator’s manoeuvres
always face the vehicle when getting in and out
fasten your seatbelt and never support yourself on the steering wheel or a control
lever
ensure that all the controls are in neutral before starting or transmitting power
check all the machine’s functions before starting the work and report any defect
immediately
ensure that the load is properly secured to the transporter before any movement of
the vehicle
the boom must be properly secured to its support during transport
obey the traffic rules and, if necessary, use a signal person when the vehicle is
backing up
no worker shall remain on the load when the vehicle is in motion
position the vehicle on a firm and level site and note all obstacles that can hinder
manœuvres
ensure that you clearly see all the stabilizers when they are installed
comply with the capacity of the apparatus and never overload the crane beyond its
rated load
never jump directly from the truck; always use the means of access to climb onto or
down from the platform
the hooks, slings and lifting cables must always be in good condition
before activating the control to lift a load, ensure that all the hoisting apparatus is
correctly attached to the load and that it presents no danger
never move a load above a worker and never allow the worker to stand on or hang
from a suspended load
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-

-

never lift a load when atmospheric conditions present a danger to the health or
safety of individuals
never move the vehicle and never abandon the crane controls with a suspended load
before leaving the cab, always lower the load to the ground, neutralize the movement
controls, apply the locking devices, put the controls in neutral and deactivate the
main power supply
shut off the engine and don’t smoke when filling the fuel tank; clean up any fuel spill
before restarting the vehicle
the crane truck must be inspected daily or before any use
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This document presents the list of tasks, the main risks, the preventive measures
and the means of control related to electrical work.

Electrical work
Risk: Falling from heights
Preventive measures: Use Class 1 ladders and stepladders. Select appropriate equipment for
the work to be performed (ladder, stepladder, lift platform, etc.). Conform to the capacity of the
equipment. Do not use a platform or the top and the rest of a stepladder as a step. Install the
equipment and on a flat and stable base. Workers exposed to a fall of more than 3 metres (10
ft) must wear a shock absorbing safety harness and an appropriate fastening system in the
absence of any other fall arresting device (guardrail, etc.). Ensure that the fastening point is
anchored to an element with a breaking strength of at least 18 kilonewtons.
Means of control: Supply the appropriate work equipment and ensure that it is used correctly.
Ensure that the guardrails and fall arresting devices remain in place and are effective. Supply a
safety harness with an appropriate fastening system and ensure its use. Have the equipment
inspected regularly and eliminate defective, broken and nonconforming equipment.
Risk: Electrocution
Preventive measures: Maintain the minimum approach distances from power lines. If these
distances cannot be observed, contact the provincial or local power company to establish a
work agreement and produce a work procedure.
Means of control: Ensure that the minimum approach distances are observed and/or comply
with the work agreement and procedure established. Train the workers in the safety measures
to be taken when working near power lines.
Risk: Insufficient lighting
Preventive measures: Install sufficient lighting in the work area.
Means of control: Have the lighting systems inspected regularly and eliminate defective,
broken and nonconforming equipment.
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Use of power tools and electrical equipment
Risk: Electrocution
Preventive measures: Use the tools only for the purposes for which they were designed.
Ensure that the tools have an appropriate ground or double insulation. Ensure that the
extension cords and wiring are in good condition. Protect the extension cords on the ground or
suspend them at a minimum height of 2.4 metres (8 feet).
Means of control: Purchase and/or lease only conforming equipment and tools. Inspect the
power tools and the extension cords regularly and ensure that they are in good condition.
Supply the necessary equipment for safe installation.
Risk: Foreign object in the eye / Various hand injuries / Noise / Injuries to other body parts
Preventive measures: Observe the preventive measures of the prevention program regarding
wearing of the required protective equipment.
Means of control: See the prevention program.
Risk: Falls at the same level
Preventive measures: Extension cords must be disconnected and picked up when not in use.
Means of control: Ensure observance of this rule by continuous inspection.

Cable pulling
Risk: Various hand injuries
Preventive measures: Wear protective gloves.
Means of control: Supply the required protective equipment and ensure that it is used
correctly.
Risk: Projection of particles
Preventive measures: Wear protective glasses or a protective visor.
Means of control: Supply the required protective equipment and ensure that it is used
correctly.
Risk: Musculoskeletal injuries (back pain)
Preventive measures: Use the most appropriate manual pulling technique if the operation
cannot be performed mechanically. Encourage teamwork. Use the appropriate hoisting methods
and apparatus.
Means of control: Supply the appropriate work tools and equipment and ensure that they are
used correctly. Supply the appropriate hoisting equipment and apparatus and ensure that they
are used correctly.
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Connections / circuit inspection / energizing
Risk: Dazzling/ Burns / Electrocution
Preventive measures: Use tools that offer appropriate protection against electric shock.
Ensure that the measuring tools are properly adjusted or calibrated before any use. Do not
modify the multimeter fuses.
Means of control: Supply the appropriate equipment and tools. Inspect the equipment and
tools regularly to ensure that they are in good condition.

Installation of metal and plastic conduits
Risk: Skin irritations
Preventive measures: Avoid any skin contact with PVC glue. Wear gloves and appropriate
clothing. Follow the instructions on the material safety data sheet.
Means of control: Train the workers in WHMIS. Ensure that the material safety data sheets are
up to date.
Risk: Penetration of the hand by a foreign object
Preventive measures: Wear protective gloves. Use the appropriate work tools.
Means of control: Supply the required protective equipment and ensure that it is used
correctly.

Cleaning up scrap
Risk: Hand injuries / Fall at the same level
Preventive measures: Wear protective gloves. Pick up the scrap as the work proceeds. Keep
the work area clean.
Means of control: Supply the appropriate work equipment. Install a garbage chute as needed.
Inform the workers about the measures to take.

Padlocking
Risk: Electrocution
Preventive measures: Follow the padlocking procedure of the contractor or the general
contractor (principal contractor).
Means of control: Inform the workers about the padlocking procedure and ensure that it is
observed.

REFERENCES: Safety Code for the Construction Industry S-2.1, r.6
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Work with maintenance vehicles
It is forbidden for workers to operate or occupy maintenance vehicles unless they are
authorized for the performance of their duties. It is forbidden to jump from a vehicle, a
platform or any other elevated location. Always use the stairs or ladders provided for
this purpose.
Rail maintenance vehicles
Always be vigilant when operating on the tracks because a locomotive, a railway car or
a maintenance vehicle can arrive at any time. Before entering the track, look in all
directions.
Equipment and rolling stock
-

It is forbidden to walk on the rails, frogs, switches, guard rails and interlocking
mechanisms or connections.
It is forbidden to cross the track within 50 feet of a stopped locomotive or railway car.
It is forbidden to transport tools on your shoulders near moving rolling stock.
It is forbidden to cross in front of a moving train or rolling stock.
Tools, toolboxes, equipment and any other object must be placed within 25 feet of
the nearest track.
Equipment must be positioned so that the covers open on the side opposite to the
track.
Equipment, materials and tools must be positioned so that they are not hit by a
moving train or rolling stock.

Tunnels and bridges
-

-

-

During work near tunnels and bridges and in tunnels and on bridges, employees
must position themselves in a safe place when a train or equipment is circulating
within the limits of the work.
Employees working in a tunnel must be protected by a railway signal person and
must occupy the shelters erected for this purpose when a train approaches.
Employees must fasten their clothing and stand still until the train has passed.
Employees who have to walk in a tunnel or on a bridge or elevated track, they must
look both ways on the track and receive confirmation from the railway employee that
they can perform their work in total safety.
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Unsafe track
If a train cannot pass safely, the employee must stop the train immediately by radio
communication or contact the person in charge of the railway. If no protection can be
put in place or communication cannot be established, a signal person must be stationed
according to the railway rules.
Protection of the work
-

The trains must be protected against any situation which could interfere with their
safe passage.
Any work interfering with a train’s safe passage cannot begin without the
authorization of the railway representative.
The protection and safety rules of the Railway Employee Qualification Standards
Regulations apply on the main tracks.

Restoration of the track to service
Before the track is restored to service, the employee in charge must:
- warn the railway traffic controller or the yardmaster responsible for railway safety if
there are train traffic safety restrictions
- ensure that all rolling stock and trains have cleared the track and warn the railway
traffic controller or the yardmaster responsible for railway safety that the track is
clear.
The employee designated by the railway must inspect the track before any train
movement.
Work in an interlocked switch
The railway traffic controller must align the switch for movements in the work area of an
interlocked switch. He/she must also padlock the switching mechanism on the control
panel. This padlock is never removed without the authorization of the person
responsible for the work area. This requirement in no way relieves the employees
working in this area from compliance with the indications of the block signals and the
safety rules.
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Hand signals
Protection by hand signals is required:
- when the work is performed by a contractor who is not engaged by the railway and
the work is performed on railway property or agent to the railway right-of-way.
- when the work is performed by a contractor engaged by the railway and the work is
performed within a 25-foot radius of the centre of the track.
Authorization to occupy the track
The following procedures must be applied before blocking the track:
- The person responsible must check whether there are trains authorized to circulate
in the work area and must receive the controller’s written authorization. The
controller must have padlocked the routing mechanism on the control panel of the
interlocked area.
- The authorization to occupy the track must include the track designation, the location
of the work (station, mile) and the hours of occupancy. This authorization must be
repeated by the person who receives it and must be confirmed by the controller
before the work is performed.
- The track must be cleared, so all equipment and vehicles must be stopped while the
trains are passing. The work may only resume after authorization.
Work in the yards and on the tracks
-

Stay at least 50 feet away from a passing train or rolling stock.
Always face the movement of the train.
Watch for objects that may fall, be dragged or be projected from the train.
Do not perform any task which can interfere with a train’s safe movement.
Visually inspect all passing trains to detect unsafe conditions.
Never cross between the cars unless they are separated by at least 50 feet.
Do not give any hand signals for train movements if you are not a member of the
train crew except in case of emergency.
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Welding work
When you perform welding work, ensure that it is safe not only for your and your coworkers, but for the environment. Ensure that the place you are working does not
present any risk of fire.
Working on industrial tracks and in uncontrolled yards
Apply one of the following procedures to ensure that trains, locomotives or other rolling
stock cannot access the work area:
- switching oriented and secured with a private padlock on the switch or a special rail
clamp, or by spiking the switch.
- a derailer and a flag.
Working with self-propelled equipment
-

Use the hand rails when getting into, travelling in and getting out of the vehicle.
Always maintain three contact points.
Never get into or out of a moving vehicle.

Working near and observing vehicles
When working near and observing vehicles you must:
- Hold an information session and communicate with the operator and verify the
operating procedures, confirm the employee’s workplace around the vehicle,
establish the blind spots and give warning before each vehicle movement.
- If you have to work within the vehicle’s 50-foot limit, you must perform these tasks at
the designated locations while communicating with the operator.
Emergency
To report an emergency, communicate with:
- the office:
- Mr. Renaud:
- Mr. Gadoury:
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RIGHT OF REFUSAL
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE
Provide supervisory personnel with adequate procedures applicable when an
employee or a group of employees refuses to work due to the perceived
presence of risk or dangerous or unhealthy conditions for health and safety, and
ensure that adequate remedial measures are taken.
SCOPE
This procedure defines the steps to be followed, the order to observe and the
responsibilities of each stakeholder. This procedure applies to all employees.
PROCEDURE
1. When an employee or a group of employees considers that a significant risk
to the health or safety of workers exists in his/her/their work sector, this
employee or this group of employees has the right to stop performing the
work in progress and, in this case, must immediately report these conditions
to his/her/their supervisor who must proceed immediately with an
investigation in collaboration with the worker representative. Remedial
measures will have to be put in place after investigation.
2. If the employee is not satisfied with the supervisor’s decisions, he/she will be
relieved of the tasks for which he/she has reported the risk(s) in question and
will be assigned to other tasks at the regular hourly rate or at the rate of the
work performed if the latter rate is greater. If the work stoppage caused by the
reported risk(s) affects other employees, they will also be reassigned for the
duration of the investigation, until a decision is made.
3. As soon as possible, the supervisor shall convene a worker representative
and an employer representative to assess the situation reported as
representing a condition dangerous to the health and/or safety of the
worker(s).
4. If the representatives conclude that the conditions reported actually constitute
a risk to the health and safety of the workers, the employee or employees
concerned will be reassigned to this task once the risk has been eliminated.
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5. If the representatives conclude that the reported conditions do not constitute
any risk to the health or safety of the workers, a WCB inspector will be called
to conduct an investigation and render a decision, if applicable.
6. Pending a final decision by the WCB inspector, the work may be offered to
other employees. The employees to whom the work in question will be offered
shall be informed by the supervisor of the reasons why the regular employee
previously refused the work.

(RIGHT OF REFUSAL:
health and safety)
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Letter of Understanding: Responsibilities of Subcontractor
I hereby acknowledge that I have studied your prevention program. I undertake, on behalf
of my company, to apply it and have it applied by my employees.
I also undertake to draw up a list of the risks my work might occasion, with the
preventive measures we will take, and to send you a copy, as soon as possible, of the
proof of compliance of the equipment used.
I undertake to assume personal responsibility for my employees’ safety and to oblige
them to observe the instructions and regulations in force.
I undertake to provide them with the protective equipment required by their duties and to
ensure that it is worn.

Our company’s WCB _______________ employer number is: __________________
Company name:

Signature of the person responsible
for the company

Date

Signature of the witness

Date

Name

Role

Licence

Card

Permit

Employee Commitment
•

I hereby confirm that I have studied my employer’s prevention program and I undertake to
comply with it.

•

I undertake not to begin work which I do not know or which I do not understand, and to
refer to my supervisor when necessary.

•

I undertake to take the necessary measures to protect my health, safety and physical wellbeing and those of the people around me.

•

I undertake to wear individual protective equipment when required and use the common
protective equipment made available to me.

•

I undertake to report immediately to my supervisor:

 Any dangerous practices
 Any defective equipment and tools
 Any injury I might inflict on myself or which might be inflicted on me
•

I undertake never to use alcohol or drugs at work in any form.

•

I undertake to avoid any brutality or competition between myself and my co-workers.

________________________________
Name of the employee (block letters)

________________________
(Signature of the employee)
_____________
(Date)

____________________
(Signature of the witness)

